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SpartaFest
time again
Second anniversary
of gourmet festival
MIR

By Loretta McCarty
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

PM/

HI ERIC GRUA /KLAN

SpartaFest, one of Sari Jose State’s newest traditions, will celebrate its second antics et %my this Sunday
at the Fountain Quad beneath Tower Hall from 1 to 5
p.m.
This year’s fest is the kickoff event in a series of
activities on campus, leading up to the Oct. 6 inauguration of SJSU President, Robert L Caret. SpartaFest
is a gourmet food and wine festival put on by alumni
in an effort to rekindle relationships between SJSU
:old its graduates.
The event increases the visibility of the Annual
Fund and the Alumni Association, and helps further
efforts to promote academic programs.
"We hope to return to the days when students took
pride in their school," said Jamie Clark, development
assistant.
This year’s attendance at the garden party is expected to double that of last year’s. Last year 750 people
attended the fest.
"We had such positive feedback from last year’s
event that people are coming back and bringing a
friend," said Beth Pugliese, director of alumni affairs.
For the price of a $25 ticket, guests can mingle to
the sounds of live music, while enjoying all of the
savory tastes of gourmet foods and wines from local
restaurants and wineries.
SpartaFest is sponsored by the SJSU Annual Fund,
the SJSU Alumni Association, the San Jose Mercury
News, Capsco Sales Inc., and BF1 Waste Management
Systems.
Tickets ate available at the door. Free parking will
be available in the Fourth Street garage.
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Armando Delgado, a 1975 graduate of San Jose State University, has some of his latest paintings displayed at the Santa Clara County Fairgrounds
Turf Club

SJSU art graduate comes in first
latest art piece. Its displayed in the
Santa Clara County Fairgrounds Turf
Club where it hangs on a wall above
an archway.
Delgado, a 1975 graduate from
By Chris Morris
SJSU, was first introduced to horse
Spartan Daily Staff
racing by a girlfriend while attending
A mural of jockeys mounted on SJSU. She took him to a race track
thoroughbreds racing down the one Saturday afternoon, and it was
homestretch, is Armando Delgado’s . an inspirational experience for him.

Artist prospers
painting sports

Getting an
MBA on-line

Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Spartan Daily Staff Writer

After achieving a bachelor’s degree, many students
prepare themselves to go into the working world.
Many also think atxmt graduate school.
In our society of emerging technology, there is one
school that provides students with the opportunity to
obtain an MBA in an unconventional way: on-line.
The University of Phoenix markets itself to the working adult manager or supervisor. It’s accredited by the
Commission on Institutions of Higher Education of
the North C.entral Association of Colleges and Schools.
In addition to offering programs for undergraduate
degrees, Phoenix also has programs for graduate
degrees. Offering a on-line degree is just one of the

.SJSU is taking its courses to the high
schools in a program created to
encourage teen-agers to plan for college.
Through the "Unfinished Journey"

Novelist visits campus
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Best-selling novelist Pat Conroy, who wrote "The
Prince of Tides" and "The Great Santini," will appear
at SJSU today and Friday to talk about his recently
published novel, "Beach Music."
Conroy’s works have a common thetne of love and
brutality, drawn upon his experiences as an abused
child, according to the literary reference book,
"Contemporary Authors."
Conroy reflected on his experience of writing "The
Great Santini" in a 1991 San Francisco Focus magazine article: "I didn’t know I was going to get into Dad
hitting us. ... I realized that I wasn’t writing the book
because I hated Dad, but because I loved him and

See Conroy, page 6

Correction
A story in Tuesday’s Spartan Daily incorrectly identified
the student who was found dead At Joe West Hall as Santa
Clara coroner. Richard Miller in the third paragraph . The
name of the student isiason Farrell. The story also incorrectly stated that set-vices would be held at The Neptune
Society or Central California. The Neptune Society performed the cremation of the body. The location and time
of the services were not available at the time of publication. We apologize for the error.

program, now in its second year, high
school juniors and seniors at any of the
East Side Union High School District’s
10 campuses can take SJSU classes for
college credit without leaving their
campuses
"We’i e Its ing to serve as an outreach

... I thought it would be a
good time to start it again.
Stephanie Haas
Student

By Chris Morris
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

After an eight year hiatus, Circle
"K" International returns to SJSU.
The organization, which orientates
itself around service projects, has
been revived by Stephanie Haas, a
former member of San Diego State
University’s Circle "K" before transferring to SJSU.
"I was really hoping there was one
up here and there wasn’t," said Haas.
a child developtnent major. "So I
thought it would be a good time to
start it again."
The organization is a division of
the Kiwanis Club an international
"K" in
service group hence, the
the organization’s title. Circle "K"
International focuses on leadership
development :Ind service, Haas said.
Circle "K" International has
already begun planning its involvement for future projects. On
Saturday, members will participate in
an event presented by the National
Multiple Sclerosis Association, called

ly
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Circle ’K’ Vice President Carrie Geddes (left). and President Stephanie
Haas are starting up the community service -oriented club after an eight year absence from SJSU.
"Sonoma Waves to Wine." It’s a 100mile bike tour to raise money for the
association.
The tour starts in San Francisco
and finishes in Sonoma. Hats said
their organization’s roh is to help set
up and clean up for a thank Voll
party for the participants that helped
raise money for the event.
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Other types of service projects
Cirde "K" tentatively plans to he
Instil% tit III to 11Idt’ Adult Literacy,
the Sperial Olympics and soup
kitchen work. The menthe’s will
choose the type of evciiis they will
partake in. Haas said anyilinig the
members have an interest in and
want to do is how this organization

See Circle K, page 6

Innovative program

ARCS scholarships

Earlier this summer, Evan
Falcone, an avid mountain biker
and recreational athlete
contracted a rare flesh -eating
disease and survived.

A fellowship awarded to William
Nance has resulted in an
innovative program that teaches
students the use of the World
Wide Web, e-mail and voice mail

Four SJSU students were
awarded $5,000 scholarships
earlier this year for work done in
the fields of natural science,
medicine and engmeenng.

Page 7

Page 4

amk

will select its service projects.
After Circle "K" International’s low
membership eight years ago. which
ultimately caused the cancellation of
the organization at SJSU. members
are glad to see it back.
Carrie Geddes, another SISU
transfer student who got involved,
was the former president of Circle
"K" International at Oregon’s Pacific
University. She’s happy SJSU has the
organization again because it’s something she enjoys.
"I still want to be able to do (service) projects," said Geddes. an occupational therapy major. "I wanted tit
do work with people :it my school,
along with helping others."
Resides the jos of helping others.
there ate other benefits ( it the "K"
numbers receive. Sini t. tIn it ganiza-

Flesh-eating bug

Page 3

.

program in 1979, but could not get the
funding and support he needed to get
the program off the ground. Fifteen
years later. Carrillo said the program
Could not have been more needed.
the district ) has e come a long
See High school, page 6

if

Paul Rothkrug will be the first to
admit the concept of an honest
salesman is hard for some people
to swallow

-

effort." said Professor Tony S. Carrillo,
a 21i-s ear veteran faculty member of
Alege of Education and directhe program. "We want to
tor
encoin age our youth to continue their
ethic at ional journeY to college."
Lai 11110 said he first thought of the

Student group
lends hand to
community

Living ethically

--

See Delgado, page 6

Returningfull circle with a capital lc

page 6

By John J. Woo

gip

Mendel, marketing director of the
Santa Clara County Fairgrounds.
"They named the first race at Bay
Meadows after him," said Mendel,
"honoring him for his work."
Delgado’s intention with the
mural was to create a generic race,
with no specific horses or lot-keys in
it, and to capture the excitement of

Local high school students get head start on college
By Sarah Harvey

By Danielle L Costa

See On-line,

"All of a sudden, (I) saw horses
coming down the stretch and, with
the flash of color, I got absorbed by
it," he said. "I thought, ’what a fun
thing to paint.
The mural, entitled "Turning Into
the Final Stretch," was unveiled in a
ceremony on Aug. 24 at the Turf
Club. About 125 people attended the
successful reception, said Helen
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OPINION

Ihursday, September 28, 1995
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Newsroom Voices

Dollar signs vs. happy faces
Recently my co-worker quit his retail job to pursue his dream of becoming a millionaire. He
wants to retire by age 35. Before he left, he
asked me what kind of life I wanted to live.
He then proceeded to ask me a series of thoughtprovoking questions: Are you happy with your current
life? Are you worth the money you’re paid for to do
this sales job? How do you feel about being told when
to work and what to do, taking orders from other people? Don’t you want to be able to wake up in the
morning and, if you don’t feel like working that day,
you don t have to? Don’t you want to be able to walk
into a Ralph Lauren store and, if you see something
you like, be able to afford it? Don’t you want to be
able to tell your kids they can go to any college they
choose and never have to say to them, "You can’t go
there because I don’t have the money to send you
there?"
Those questions had never crossed my mind, so!
couldn’t answer him at the time. But that night, I was
submerged in thoughts. I realized the questions he
asked had a lot to do with money and power.
First of all, if money were a big issue in my life,
believe me, I wouldn’t have chosen to pursue a career
in magazine journalism. Money is not a motivating
factor in this field, just a passion to write.
I don’t dream of owning an expensive car or magnificent home. I just want a car that will take me from
one place to another with little repair problems.
Owning a house by the beach would be awesome, but
I wouldn’t mind sharing an apartment in San
Francisco with my best friends.
Haying enough money to send my children away
for college will not be a goal or concern for me,
because motherhood is just not my thing.
I’ve been into Ralph Lauren’s boutique. Sure, I
love his clothes, but honestly, I’d rather go to a thrift
store. At least at thrift stores the workers are not
snobby.
As far as the issue of power. I want more than
anything to be self-empowered. Wealth for me
would not come in materialistic form, but from
internal happiness. My life’s goals are to put the
demons within me to rest and to be at peace
with my soul.
I’m not saying money is not important to
me. I am determined to be financially
secure and independent, but I don’t
think I need to be a millionaire.
Even though my co-worker sees dollar
signs in his future and I see hearts,
happy faces and peace symbols, I support his ambitions and wish him well
with his goals.
However, I wish I had given him a
copy of a poem written by Edwin
Arlington Robinson almost 100 years

I’ve been to Ralph Lauren’s
boutique. Sure, I love
his clothes, but honestly, I’d
rather go to a thrift store. At
least at thrift stores the
workers are not snobby.
ago. tided "Richard Cory." I first ran across this poem
in the ninth grade when I had to analyze it for my
English class. Since then I’ve treasured it.
As we hurry to complete our college education and
hope that it will help us find a good job with excellent
pay,’I think we all need lb. be rerriinded that rii8neS,
isn’t always a source of happiness, as stated in
"Richard Cory."
Whenever Richard Cory went down town,
We people on the pavement looked at him:
He was a gentleman from sole to crown,
Cleaned, favored, and imperially slim.
And he was always quietly arrayed.
And he was always human when he talked;
But still he fluttered pulses when he said.
"Good morning," and he glittered when he walked.
And he was rich yes richer than a king
And admirably schooled in every grace:
In fine, we thought that he was everything
To make us wish that we were in his place.
So we worked, and waited for the light,
And we went without the meat
and cursed the bread;
And Richard Cory, one calm night,
Went home and put a bullet
through his head.
Danthanh Huynh is a
Spartan Daily
Staff Writer

Letter

Viewpoint does nothing but perpetuate hate
The Black Student Union is writing in response to Paul Eiser’s
Campus View "Police are society’s
new scapegoat." Sept 14, 1995. Mr.
Eiser not only assumes the title of
"Spokesperson for the Human
Race," he also trivializes tragic historical events in American and
European history.
Police brutality is a fact. And just
like in any other profession, there
are people who are good at what
they do and people who are bad at
what they do. Just because Mr.
Eiser has had the good fortune to
have had positive encounters with
police doesn’t discount the fact
that police brutality is a reality all
over America, not just Los
Angeles.
Mr. Eiser needs to take some history classes before he decides to
our
unappointed
act
as
spokesman. He states that, "First
WE hated the Indians because they
were on OUR land, hunting OUlk
animals, farming OUR crops. So
WE kicked them off OUR land,
massacred them and ripped them
off." This is blatant insensitivity
and misinformation. Europeans
(not WE) came here and took
land that the Native Americans
were already living on. The only
eason the Europeans survived was
because the Native Americans
showed them how to plant crops
properly.

Hundreds of years of death and rebellion
led to the Civil War, and after it was over
there was just as much pain, torture and
oppression as before the Civil War.
Next Mr. Eiser goes on to say one who was not blonde and bluethat WE hated Blacks (African- eyed. This includes the millions of
Americans) because, "They were Jews, Gypsies and countless others
good for nothing except manual who were tortured and killed at
labor and free manual labor. Then the hands of a mad man and his
came the Civil War and they were followers.
Mr. Eiser’s comments do nothset free. Now they had to be paid
ing but perpetuate hate. He freely
for their labor."
Mr. Eiser is a good argument for blames everyone for historical
an Ethnic Studies Requirement. events that not everyone had a role
The Civil War didn’t just "happen." in. His use of the word WE is a safe
Hundreds of years of death and way for Mr. Eiser to voice his own
rebellion led to the Civil War, and feelings of hate.
In closing, it is our hope that Mr.
after it was over there was just as
much pain, torture and oppres- Eiser will think before he accuses
sion as before the Civil War. To this people of hating everyone. We
day African-Americans are still not agree that there is still racism and
prejudice that ,prevails in this socitotally "free."
Mr. Eiser’s next misconception ety, but we (The members of the
is the belief that the world wars Black Student Union) object to
were just about Germany and being classified as perpetrators and
Japan "expanding and taking over as hateful human beings.
other countries. Had Hitler not
been defeated in World War II, the
Black Student Union
world would be a lot different. For
San Jose State University
instance, we would be minus any-
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Newsroom Voices

Power Rangers are for wimps
trying to watch a relaxing
/was
hour on the boob tube until I
clicked the remote control to a
round-table discussion on CNN.
The panelists were arguing about
the lack of quality of television
shows available for young children,
especially on public television.
The panelists used Sesame
Street as an illustration to reduce
federal funding for public television. They claimed Sesame Street
cannot teach juveniles real life. I
beg to differ.
One of the best attributes of
Sesame Street are their stories.
They are like Aesop’s fables told
through the late Jim Henson’s
muppets. The power struggle
between Ernie and Bert, sort of
"The Odd Couple" in felt, showed
how different types of people with
distinct personalities can learn
how to live together. The quarreling yet compromising duo taught
me to be more patient with those
who were different than me.
I learned another important leshow to be
son from Big Bird
nice to other people.
We live in a world where the
youth are confrontational and do
not know how to be nice to each
other anymore.
And let us not forget Super
Grover, the super heroic muppet
who flew through the air, saving us
from making the wrong choice
between good and evil.
In the same breath, the panelists
said that children’s cartoons are
just half-hour long commercials
that encourage Billy Boy and Mary
Girl to bug, beg and plead from
their parents for the latest item
from that cartoon. Notice I say

item and not toy.
Nowadays cartoon characters
are not just on lunch boxes anymore. Marketing giants are no
longer thinking narrowly about
only toys. As soon as a cartoon
show becomes popular, there are
immediately lunch pails, underwear, towels, school supplies, cereals, knapsacks, video games, pogs
and list goes on.
Of course the panelists failed to
mention any efforts to regulate violence on cartoons. Have you
noticed that children who watch
cartoons, especially those with
karate kicking characters, tend to
characters?
those
emulate
Marketers invest millions of dollars
convincing children to buy the
new sword, or laser gun that their
favorite cartoon character was
fighting with.
Why doesn’t anyone want to
emulate a nice and friendly yellow bird?
Sesame
From
Street I learned how
to speak some conversational Spanish,
since there were a
couple of characters who were
Hispanic,
count, add
and subtract, tie
my shoes,
recite
the letters of
the
alphabet,
how to
cook and
list
the

We live in a world
where the youth are
confrontational and
do not know how to
be nice to each
other anymore.
goes on.
For those who think that a
young child does not benefit by
learning how to be friendly, nice
and generous in a world where
young people are carrying guns to
school, where they are desensitized
by violence and often have no
respect for themselves or for others, then fine, go ahead and try
to abolish public television.
By doing so, they leave us
with a choice between quality
television and half hour
long commercials.
Which is their priority?
Which is yours?
Rowena T Wady is a
Spartan Dai4
Staff Writer

Letters

Don’t like it?
Don’t look at it
I strongly disagree with
Shannon D. Sequeira’s letter of
Sept. 26, 1995. Sequeira said she
was disgusted when she saw the ad
for the Watergarden Men’s Club
and Baths
.the.,Spartan.iDaily.
The ad portrays "two shirtless, gay
men touching and kissing each
other." Secitteira called the picture
"sickening and said "when I go to
read my school’s public newspaper
I don’t expect to find sex in my
face, homosexual, bisexual, or heterosexual."
Ms. Sequeira should ask herself
if she would feel ’sickened" by a
picture of a man and a woman kissing. I don’t think she would,
because her "fine and reputable

Mercury News" advertises many
movies with pictures of heterosexual people kissing in their ads. She
is probably sickened because they
are gay even though she doesn’t
care to admit it.
Sequeira is free to think whatever she wants, but I consider very
unfair that she accused the Daily
of being liciw for printing this ad. If
she doesn’t like the Watergarden
Club’s ad, she Shouldn’t look at it.
!’don’t like violent movies, so I
don’t watch them, but I wouldn’t
demand the movie industry to not
produce them anymore.
I am an heterosexual, married
woman and I plan to teach my
children to be tolerant towards,
and respect the rights of, people of
all races and sexual orientations.

I totally agree with the comments by a student in today’s news
paper. . . regardless of anyone’s
sexual preference it was disgusting
to see a blatant invitation for a sexual rendezvous at a bath house...
In this day and age of AIDS this
kind of advertising laughs at any
efforts to squelch this dreaded disease.
With the many changes occurring at San Jose State University, it
is, I believe, to our best interests tcs
rethink current advertising policy
to include integrity in all aspects of
our newspaper... let’s show some
class guys!
Ardean Te’o Campbell

Ines Zapiola
Mass Communications

Spartan Daily

Opinion
page
policies
The Spartan Daily is committed to sharing broad range
of opinions with the community, and readers are encouraged
to express themselves on the
Opinion page with a Letter to
the
Editor
or
Campus
Viewpoint.
A Letter to the Editor is a
200-word response to an issue
or point of view that has
appeared in the Spartan Daily.
A Campus Viewpoint is a
300- to 500-word essay (two
double spaced pages) on
current campus, political or
personal issues.
Submissions become the
property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited for clarity,
grammar, libel and length.
Submissions must contain the
author’s name, address, phone
number, signature and major.
Submissions must be typed
or submitted on a 3.5" disk
using Microsoft Word on the
Macintosh. Always provide a
printout of the piece.
Submissions may be put in
the Letters to the Editor box at
the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bentel Hall room 209,
sent by fax to (408) 924-3237 or
mailed to the Spartan Daily
Forum Editor, School of
Mass
and
Journalism
Communications, San Jose
University,
One
State
Washington Square, San Jost,
CA, 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and
are the consensus of the
Spartan Daily editors, not the
staff.
Published opinions do not
necessarily reflect the views of
the Spartan Daily, the School of
Journalism
and
Mass
Communications or SJSU.

Watergarden ad
belitdes AIDS threat
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San Jose State University

KSJS 90.5 FM
Public Affairs Programming
Radio Drama Hour 12noon1p.m., This and That 5p.m.6p.m., Radio Aztlan Public
Affairs 7p.m.-7:30p.m. Call
955-4831.

TODAY
Asian American Christian
Fellowship
Prayer By Arlene jue 7:30p.m.
Student Union, Costanoati
Rrn.Call 286.6427.

Chi Pi Sigma
New Member Initiation 6p.m.
230 South 10th St. Calf 9988433.

A.S. Program Board
Concert,
The
Halimets
12noon.
Student
Union,
Amphitheatre. Call 924-6261.

Circle K International
Club meeting and new members welcome. 2p.m., Second
Floor in Student Union.
Call 866-8077.

Black Graduation Committee
Hot Link Sale I la.m.-2p.m.
BBQ Pits. Call 279-3254.

College Republicans
Student
Meeting, 4p.m.
Union, Council Chambers.
Call (510) 786-3947.

Black Student Union
Weekly meeting 6p.m.
Business Classrooms, Rrn 115.
Call 924-6229.

Delta Gamma
Open Rush Party, Hawaiian
Laua, 5p.m-7:30p.m. Delta
Gamma House, 360 East Reed
St. Call 286-5067.

Crusade For Christ
Weekly Meeting 8p.m. Student
Ca
Union, Almaden Rm. Call 9247910.

Child Development Club
4:30p.m.
Meeting
Club
Sweeney Hall Rm. 100. Call
223-7472.

Luthern Student Fellowship
Bible Brown Bag 1p.m.-2p.m.
Student Union, Montalvo Pro.
Call 924-8031.

Latter-Day Saint Students
Association
Friday Forum, Meeting L.D.S.
Faculty. 12:30p.rn. San Jose
Institute, 66 South, 7th St.
Call 286-3313.

Ghana ’0 Hawaii
General Meeting 5p.m.-6p.m.
Student Union, Almaden Rm.
Call 924-8758.

M.E.Ch.A.
Meeting
2p.m.
Chicano
Library Resource Center. Call
924-8803.

Okinawan Shorin RYU Karate
Club
Workout 4p.m.-5p.m.
Spartan Complex West ,
Rm.202 Call 924-8977.

MM
Friday
Prayers/
Salat-ulJummah
lp.m.-1:45p.m.
Student Union, Almaden Rm.
Call 448-8212.

School of Art & Design
Student Galleries Art Shows
10a.m.-4p.m. Art Bldg. Call
924-4330

San Jose State University
Theatre
New
Directors’
Presents
Showcase. A Family’s Coming
of Age. Opening Night for
"The Modern Ladies of
Guanabacoa," 7p.m. Hal Todd
Studio Theatre. Call 924-4555.

rChristian Fellowship
Student
tiaxiitg 12noon
Union, Almaden Rm. Call 3547347.

Bisexual
Lesbian,
Gay,
Alliance
More
Games and
Free
Student
3:30p.m.-5p.m.
Union, Guadalupe P.m. Call
261-9880, (Ext. GALA.)

Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass 12:05p.m. 195 F.. San
Fernando St. Call 938-1610.

KSJS 90.5 FM
Public Affairs Programming
Do You Remember 12noon1p.m., A Green Perspective
5p.m.-6p.m., Radio Aztlan
Public Affairs 7p.m.-7:30p.m.
Call 955-4831.

The Listening Hour
Patricia Yokota, Clarinet and
Music of Saint Saens, Ribble
12:30p.m.Muczynski.
1:15p.m. Music Bldg., Concert
Hall. Call 924-4631.

Weekly Calendar
Chicano Commencement ’96
General meeting and all invited. 6:30p.m. Chicano Library
Resource Center.
Call 293-6029.

Chinese Campus Fellowship
Career Forum 2:30p.m.-5p.m.
Student Union, Guadalupe
Rm. Call 225-2224.

FRIDAY
Entrimmill not be pubbahed unless
phone number and spendf date
and place of event i given.

Career Center
Study
in
Graduate
Engineering. 12:30p.m.
Engineering Bldg , P.m 189.
Call 924-6033.

Improvised Music Studies
Mariachi Workshop. Open to
Students and Community.
Last Week To Join. 7p.m.9:30p.m. Music Building, P.m
186. Call 292-6230.

Sparta Guide is free!’! And available
to students, faculty Sc stall Asa, wiaunns Deadline is 3pm two dar
before publication Forms available
at DBI I 1:09 Entries may be edited to
allow or space rein-len tns

Child Development Club
Club Meeting 10a.m. Toddler
Lab. Call 223-7472.

Radar at Oakland International Airport fails again
OAKLAND (Al’) - The radar
system at Oakland International
Airport has blinked off again, this
time because of a power outage,
Aviation
Federal
the "
confirmed
Administration
Wednesday.
The 20-second outage Monday
afternoon didn’t threaten safety or

involve FAA equipment. said
Verbais. It began when Port of
Oakland airport maintenance officials were working on a generator,
and power was shut off to the
tower radar.
Within 20 seconds, controllers
had switched to a backup radar at
Moffett Field Naval Air Station,

cause appreciable delays, said
srpokesman Hank Verbais of the
"Our equipment worked exactly
as progriunmed, he said.
The failure was the sixth to hit
the Oakland and Fremont air traffic control systems since Aug. 9.
The Monday outage did not

which covers 85 percent of the Saii
Francisco Bay area.
The airport’s backup generator
kicked in almost immediately, said
Verbais, hut the tower continued
to use the Moffett radar for 31
minutes to ensure there were no
more outages.

Class explores
living ethically
Course studies how to become a
good person in a society gone bad
SAN FRANCISCO (Al’) Paul Rothkrug will be the first
to admit the COM el)i of an honest salesman is hard for some
people to swallow.
The retired life insuranc e
salesman could tin drably sell
you tile proverbial Br, tick lvii
Bridge if he tried. But he is iii.
honest man,"
"I’m
an
Rothkrug said. "I decided early
on I was going to sell honestly."
So why would he attend a
if
University
Califitrnia Extension
class called "The
Ethics of Personal
Behavior: Becoming
a Good Person ill an
Often
Unethical
Society"?
Because he’s got
some issues.
"We’re coming n
a point of crisis iii
this civilization. kat.
need to stop cxploning the planet, stop
one
exploiting
another," Rothkrug
said.
For Rothkrug and
a handful of San
Francisco Bay area
residents attending
the weekly class, it’s not a matter of defining good and evil,
but trying to figure out why it’s
so hard to be good.
Professor Joel Fort’s students
appear, by and large, to be
decent, law-abiding folk. But it’s
getting tough, they say, to stay.
that way.
"It’s too much of a job,"
joked Robert Conover. "Can’t I
relax a bit?"
One woman wonders how to
tell her mother that a blouse
looks lousy on her. Another
struggles with guilt after telling
a lie in order to excuse herself
from a conversation.
.What about when a child asks
if Santa Claus really exists? Is
fudging on an expense account
ever justified? How about keep-

Ai

ing extra money a restaurant
cashiet gives you by mistake?
While these personal dilemmas may seem like small potatoes in A society rat ked with
drugs, violence, poverty. political and teligious scandals and
environmental disasters, Fort
notes that this is where being a
good Pelson starts.
"The foundation of ethical
life is truth telling," says Fort,
who has taught ethics for Hi
seats.
"I believe our
species is impropeily named as
licimosapiens," he
said, noting that
"sapient" means
full if knowledge.
"A more correct
name is ignorant,
irrational, addicted and violent."
He noted that
while nit’st world
religions emphaslic some form of
the Ca Aden Rule,
in the United
Joel Fort States, the rule
Professor has tin; often
deteriorated
P7 "Do onto why!,
before they dii unni yint."
"There is a pervasiveness of
lying, stealing and cheating.
There’s far mitre than there
should be." Foil said. "It has
iesnIted in in, tie and !mire people beef ’ming alienated, cynical
and accepting of evil."
Not exactly words of enctmragenumt. hilt he titges his students to resist the dark
are signs of hope.
"It’s not things have never
been worse.’ ... lhere are a significant number of people who
want to be good," he said.
While he 1,,ho,e, there are
..at in had
mot, ,, ;.
wiss

It’s not ’things
have never been
worse.’ There
are a significant
number of
people who
want to be
good.

side.
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The Golden 1 Student Pack
Financial Clout For Staying
On Top Of Your World
!. A Checking Account with no
monthly service charge and your first
box of Custom Image checks FREE Plus a $200 line of credit for overdraft protection!*

The last thing you want to do is worry
about money. That’s why The Golden 1
Credit Union designed the Student Pack.
The Student Pack offers you the financial
services you need most. It helps you
establish credit on your own, provides
overdraft protection, and gives you the
flexibility of using an ATM card.

An ATM card for accessing your
accounts or getting cash 24 hours a
day at ATMs throughout the state.

When you open a Golden 1 Student Pack,
you’ll receive the following:

Ct.. A low-cost VISA Card,’ with
no co-signer, plus a 1% cash rebate!"

GOVeit
CREDIT UNION
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San Jose Branch
100 Park Center Plaza, Suite II I
Mon., Tues., 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Wed., 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Thurs., and Fri., 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
1-800-448-8181
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Man survives flesh-eating bacteria Customs agents
ROHNERT PARK. Calif. (API
BAH FA17:011r will forgne anyone who blanches at the sight of
the wide scar that stretches from
the inside of his right wrist all the
was up his arm. But Falcone
rather likes it.
To the robust Rohnert Park
man, a consummate mountain
biker and recreational athlete,
the scar is a reminder that he’s
lucky to have the arm at all, lucky
to be alive.
Earlier this summer he somehow contracted the mysterious
flesh-killing bacteria that, according to the federal Centers for
Disease Control, strikes between
500 and 1,500 Americans each
year and, though extremely rare,
appears to be in a cyclic resurgence.
Falcone is grateful that two
months ago, when he rubbed his
inflamed arm and waited for his
body to heal itself, his fiancee,

Susan, swept him off to the hospital.
"He probabls would have been
dead in 24 hours." said Falcone’s
surgeon, Harvey Moskovitz.
Moskosiu and a Community
Hospital surgery team discovered
that a fast-spreading strain of
Group A strep bacteria had
invaded Falcone’s arm and was
moving toward his chest and
neck, killing tissue as it went.
"He had pus in every layer of
the muscles" of his arm, said
Moskovitz. Only days after he’d
taken a 40-mile bike ride, water
skied, canoed and lifted weights.
Falcone was losing his arm to a
bug that made ham so sick his
kidneys and liver were beginning
to fail.
The 34-year-old Falcone is
uncertain how the bacteria
entered his body, but believes it
could have been through a cut
on his finger suffered while

calioeing July 23..
Falcone WAS hit by the infection necrotizing fasciitis just
seven months after the same type
of bacteria invaded the leg of
another Sonoma County athlete,
J.T. Fleming, 13, an accomplished
roller-hockey player and water
skier.
The teenager’s right leg
swelled up horribly the night
after he was kicked in the shin by
another skater last December.
Doctors saved his leg by cutting it
open from ankle to thigh and
dosing Fleming with antibiotics
while picking away the dead tissue.
Authorities say the bug is not
easy to catch and often strikes
people with sores or weakened
immune systems.
Falcone, who has spent more
time than usual in recreation
since being laid off in April from
a sales management job, can mils’

guess how he contracted it.
"There’s no telling where it
came from," said Tom Skinner,
spokesman for the Centers for
Disease Control in Atlanta. "The
bacteria is commonly found in
the environment."
By the end of the day on July
27, Falcone said, his arm was so
sore he couldn’t work the gear
shift on his car, and he felt miserable. Next day, he saw his general
practitioner in Main County and
was sent home with an oral
antibiotic.
The following day. July 29, his
fiancee persuaded him to go to
the emergency room at Sonoma
County Community Hospital. He
could barely move his swollen
arm when he was admitted.
"I felt like I was dying," he said.
On July 30, Falcone’s fiancee,
who scarcely left his side, noticed
that blisters were forming on his
arm.
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seize fake labels

Raid uncovered clothing, sporting
goods bearing designer names
In coordi- said.
NEW YORK (AP)
Michael Burke, president of
nated raids on secret factories in
New York and Los Angeles. Louis Vuitton NA, praised the
Customs agents scooped up $27 crackdown as "essential to preseiving jobs in companies like Louis
million in merchandise clothing. jewelry, handbags, sporting Vuitton that own internationally
bearing recognized trademarks." Vuitton
goods and other items
fake designer labels from Adidas has 318 U.S. employees, he said.
Agents said the raids climaxed a
to Zodiac.
They also announced on 2 1/2-year probe that focused on
Wednesday that 21 people, all the bigger fish in the fake-goods
Korean nationals, had been arrest- operation rather than the sidewalk
ed in the crackdown, and 22 oth- vendors and small shops that sell
ers were being sought on federal the products.
Investigators found some 50 facwarrants charging them with illetories in South
making,
gally
Korea in addition
importing and disto those in the
tributing mislabeled
United States. The
goods.
operators not only
The raids were
phony
smuggle
staged over an 18designer goods into
hour period beginthe United States,
ning early Tuesday,
they import legal
closing down waremerchandise and
house factory operafake labels
attach
tions in Whitestone
here, Van Etten
Flushing,
and
said.
Queens, and four
"This time we got
Los
others
in
the whole food
Arrests
Angeles.
chain the entire
in
made
were
counterfeiting
Georgia and New
from
operation
Jersey as well as New
York and California.
Robert Cozzolina Point of manufacof
disture
to
point
Robert Van Etten,
Deputy head of Customs
said
special
Customs
New York office t thution,"
Robert Cozzolina,
agent in charge of
deputy head of
New York, said at a
Customs’ New York
news conference
office.
that more raids
Even so, he said, "when the
were under way or contemplated
agents showed up on Canal Street
in New York and elsewhere.
"Our goal is to try to root out in their raid jackets, you could see
the illegal importation schemes," all the steel shutters coming lown
said Robert Mintz, assistant U.S. in a hurry It was like a movie.
Charges against those indicted
attorney in Newark, where seven of
include conspiracy, smuggling,
the 10 indictments were unsealed.
The officials spoke amid tables counterfeiting, fraudulent importladen with illicit goods sports
ing and receiving of goods without
clothing with team logos and consent of trademark holder.
superstar names, "Louis Vuitton" Trafficking in counterfeit merhandbas, "Ray-Ban" sunglasses, chandise is punishable by 10 years
"Starter’ jackets, and clothing in prison and a $2 million fine.
bearing such labels as Guess?,
But Van Etten conceded that for
Timberland, Polo and Tommy all their success, the raids would
Hilfiger.
make "just a small dent" in the vast
Agents raiding a Flushing ware- global traffic in fake merchandise.
house confiscated a computer pro"This is a $300 billion business,
grammed to run 21 embroidery with a considerable underground
work stations.
economy, and is responsible for
One hallmark of the seized mer- the loss of 750,000 jobs in the
chandise was the quality of the United States," he said.
counterfeiting, said Van Etten,
Van Etten said 80 percent of
holding up a fake Reebok sneaker. counterfeit goods imported to the
"I could never tell. The ordinary United States originate in Korea,
consumer will never know," he with Thailand, China and Hong

id

This time we got
the whole food
chain the entire
counterfeiting
operation from
point of
manufacture to
point of distribution.
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Californians big losers
in proposed budget
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Government leaders warn of cuts
in low-income housing vouchers
SACRAMENTO
(AP)
Californians are big losers in the
proposed federal budget, sonic
government leaders warned
Wednesday.
They
noted
that
under
President Reagan, the budget paid
for 70,000 low-income housing
vouchers.
"This budget proposes none,"
said Art Agnos of the state
Department of Housing and
Urban Development. "We re seeing ... a very sharp extreme proposed here that has never been
proposed before even though
there have been serious cuts in the
past."
Agnos was among a dozen people on the state Senate Select
Committee
on
Citizen
Participation in Government who
spoke at a meeting chaired by state
Sen. Richard Polanco, D-Los
Angeles.
The tone was alarmist and the
target was the Republican-run
Congress, which is trying to pass a
federal budget by the Oct. 1 deadline.
The leaders urged Californians
to contact their federal lawmakers
to complain about proposed cuts
in health, education, labor, environmental protection, small business loans and affordable housing.
"We are not cutting down to the
bone, we are amputating," Rick

S.’

’
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"Time Warner bails out of gansta rap
NEW YORK (AP) Time
Warner Inc., heeding months of
political
pressure,
said
Wednesday it s selling a 50 percent stake in the record distributor for some of rap music’s
biggest stars.
The decision to bail out of
Interscope Records follows a
growing outcry at the leading
entertainment
company 3

...-

AM. 111

Sawyer of the U.S. Department of
Labor said of the proposed cuts.
"One of the most stunning
things for its has been to see the
retreat from the longstanding
bipartisan support of education in
the Congress, said Loni Hancock
of the U.S. Department of
Education.
An estimated $200 million less
federal money will go toward
California schools under the budget plan.
"Who’s going to make that up?"
Hancock wondered. "Is state government going to put that money
in? Is local government going to
raise taxes?"
Sawyer said an estimated 2.6 million workers in the nation are
expected to lose their jobs in 1996.
Nearly 200,000 people
including about 31,700 Californians
will be cut off from training or
placement programs under the
proposed federal budget, he said.
"California needs the money
more than any other state," Sawyer
said, pointing to military base closures and the lingering recession.
About 1.2 million people in
California are unemployed, he
said.
Viola Canales of the Small
Business Administration said the
proposed cuts will gut the staff and
funds needed to develop small
businesses.

involvement in gangsta rap,
known for violent. sexually
explicit lyrics.
Michael Fuchs, chairman and
chief executive officer of
Warner Music Group, said in a
statement that the step was
taken because the "joint venture
no longer made sense for either
Part,’"
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Dignitaries gather
for world forum
Singer John Denver, former President
Bush among those at S.F. reception
C titan 7,401 people 11001 50
SAN I- RANCIM :(J (AP)
Former President George Bush nations were expel ted to attend
forum,
whit h
started
and former Soviet leader Mikhail the
Gorbachev, as well as singer John Wednesday and einis Sunday
The process of questioning the
Denser and r he! Wolfgang Pm k,
were among the dignitaries and world’s fate began Wednesdas
elebrities from around the globe aftertimm as South African Depth
’a Iii planned to attend all e lectic President Thabo Mbeki told a
gathering of journalists that the
halm’ this week on world affairs.
Sponsored by the Gorbachev massive restructuring of the world
the
in the post Cold
Foundation,
War era brought
State of the World
with it a chance for
Forum was the First
of
new directions.
in
a
series
annual
The forum will
planned
allow world leaders
events to address
world priorities for
to consider the
hoices they will
the 21st Century.
make leading up to
Gorbachev heads
the
foundation,
the 21st century, he
based
iii
said.
San
Francisco’s Presidio
"The new millenNational Park, with
nium is coming.
what will it start ase"
12 co-chairs including former Costa
Mbeki asked.
Mbeki,
heirRica President Oscar
Arias, former U.S.
Ted Turner apparent to South
Secretary of State
President
\frican
Media mogul
Mandela,
George Shultz, and
Nelson
media mogul Ted
suggested
that
Lunen
world
agenda
should not only be
Sr a reception
Wednesday night, Turner said it set lfl the world’s most powerful
Isis inspiring to see such a gather- citizens.
jog to study the human race.
"What about the smaller people.
"Everybody knows we’re on a who are perhaps dealing with the
r lash. Already one Out of four peo- largest problems?" he asked.
ple in the world goes to bed hunAmong the other participants
gry every night, and over a billion expected to attend the forum were
live in abject poverty and more are economist Milton Friedman, scienfalling into it all the time
The tist Carl Sagan, former Sen. Alan
had news is we’re losing. The good Cranston, anthropologist Richard
news is we’ve got a fighting Leakey, primatologist Jane Goodall
chance," said Turner, who was and actor Dennis Weaver. Bush
accompanied by his wife, actress was not scheduled to appear until
Jane Fonda.
Saturday night.

di

Already one out
of four people in
the world goes to
bed hungry every
night, and over a
billion live in abject
poverty.
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Jennifer Bradley continues working in the Traffic and Parking Operations office beneath the Seventh Street parking structure while
replacing the windows behind her.

Through
the
looking
glass

t

Dave Alciati (left)
and Mark
Vinecke of New
England Glass,
work on putting in
new windows for
the Traffic and
Parking
Operations office
in the Seventh
Street parking
structure.
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COPY 21’2
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93 E. Santa Clara (Between 2nd & 3rd) 297-6698
35S3 Stevens Creek Blvd. (Corner of San Thomas) 241-3.14
With This Coupon

Ws time
we grab the
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Watch
The American
Promise.
From carousel horses in Missoula,
Montana, and memorial murals
in the Bronx, New York ... to a
peaceful sunset in Kotzebue, Alaska,
and a blinding white snowstorm in
Wyoming ... our democracy is changing in rich, colorful ways. Discover
these and dozens of other fascinating
stories about Americans coast -to-coast
who believe in the promise of our
country and are making it reality.
And why now, more than ever, it’s
time to believe again. In a timely,

Watch The American Promise
October 1, 2 and 3 at 8 p.m. ET on PBS.

exciting, new documentary called
The American Promise.

PBS

Presented by KQED, San Francisco. Check local listings for time and station.
The soundtrack recording, Voices, is available from Windham Hill Records. The companion book,

I in \ iiiiT1iinc
Prom Ise

The American Promise, published by KQED, San Francisco, will be available at bookstores soon.
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High school: Students earn college credit and receive help with admission
From page 1
ii graduating more of our students and preparing them for college," said Carrillo, who administers the program for the school
district. "But because of increased
fees and inability to get classes, the
doors of higher education seemed
to be closing to many of our students. The program makes that
next step easier for our youngsters
by giving them a head start."
"Unfinished Journey" offers
about 32 undergraduate classes
required in bachelor of arts pro-

grams. Classes include public them here." he said. it’s good
speaking, astronomy, chemistry, news for SJSU."
Carrillo said credits earned by
biology. geometry, anatomy and
physiology, and psychology. Classes students through the program are
transferable to other colleges if the
cost $50 for .13 to 5 unit class.
SJSU psychology professor Bob high school students choose to
Pellegrini, who has been involved attend a university other than
in "Unfinished Journey" since it SJSU.
In addition to earning college
began, said the program not only
benefits students, but the universi- credits, students in the program
receive help with admission paperty as well.
"It gives us a chance to intro- work for the California State
duce a truly outstanding group of University system.
The program is open to all
young people to the kinds of educational opportunities available to juniors and seniors within the dis-

trict, but was designed to assist
those who, for financial or personal reasons. may have thought college WAS not for them. Carrillo
said.
"Our target population is students who maybe were not encouraged at home to move on to college, and those students who, for
some reason, may have not done
well enough in their first two years
of high school to have the grade
point average necessary to get into
a university," Carrillo said.
"Because of the classes students

take through this plograin, they
are eligible for admission."
-1 would have probably gone on
to college," said Scott Garner, currently a freshman at Santa Clara
University, "but there definitely are
people for whom guaranteed
admission is an advantage."
Garner entered the program in
his senior year at Silver Creek High
School.
"I think (the program) is a great
chance for students who screwed
up to redeem themselves," said
Cathy Broussard, a counselor at

Piedmont Hills High School. "That
chance also often motivates stuz
dents to do better while they’re
still here in high school."
Though exact figures are not
currently available, Carrillo said
many of last year’s "Unfinished
Journey" students had gone on to
college.
Carrillo said approximately 425
its
students have enrolled
"Unfinished Journey" this semester.

On-line: World Wide Web provides alternative to classroom setting
From page 1
things it does.
According to its program description on
the World Wide Web, students are expected to spend 20 hours per week on school
work. This includes readings, projects and
participating in on-line class discussions.
But are on-line master’s degrees as valuable as the traditional classroom experience?
Pete Lopez, a senior business major,
would prefer to attain his MBA the oldfashioned way in a classroom.

another," Campsey said. "The best classes
are when we have discussions." He doesn’t
think on-line discussions are comparable
to live classroom discussions.
"The best graduate schools allow students to interact with one another,"
Campsey said. He said businesses might
not hire or recognize students who never
went to a business school with live classes.
One Bay Area businessman said quite
the opposite is true, and would not hesitate to interview someone who obtained
his degree on-line.
Chris Parlanti is an international mar-

"As an undergraduate. I’m prone to go
with a traditional program," Lopez said.
He also thinks a program like this might
be good for some students.
"It’s probably a good alternative for
working adults," he said. "If I were to go to
an adult education master’s program, it’s a
good alternative. Although I think it takes
away from the educational experience."
B.J. Campsey, an SJSU finance professor,
agrees that the classroom experience is an
important part of getting a degree.
’In my classes, where the students learn
the most is through interacting with one

keting consultant specializing in the
United Kingdom for the past 25 years. He
works with some of the leading insurance
firms in London.
"If the individual obtained their degree
from an accredited school and accredited
program, in no way would it interfere with
me, Parlanti said.
Parlanti has a graduate degree, but said
that once someone has been in business
for a while, degrees are not mentioned
experience is.
"As you go up the ladder in life, it’s
accomplishments that count," Parlanti

said. "I’ve known people who have taken
correspondence courses who have been
very good. I know people who don’t have
graduate degrees who are outstanding."
Parlanti said today’s business world is
global. If individuals can deal with global
issues and situations they will do well. In
international business, degrees are never
mentioned between business associates.
He said degrees are only mentioned
among young graduates.
"We don’t talk about degrees, that’s for
the younger people," Parlanti said. "In my
business, it’s how good you are."

Delgado: Painter portrays the excitment of the ’sport of kings’ in mural
From page 1
the final turn in the stretch run as
well as the aura of horse racing.
"I used a lot of bright colors
storming straight at you. With a
back thought feeling, you would
think the one in front would win
the race. But not necessarily so,"

Delgado.
Fairgrounds officials were
pleased with the way the mural
captured the spirit of horse racing.
"It captures the essence of competition in this sport." Mendel said.
It’s representative of all the type
of satellite-transmitted races the
Turf Club receives and is related

Delgado said. "(It’s) purposely
done that way to lead the intriguing question who among that
field will emerge as the winner?"
It was an enjoyable piece for
Delgado to work on, and he was
free to design it any way he liked.
"I wanted to portray the excitement of the "sport of kings," said
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From page 1
needed to love him."
English professor Alan Soldofsky
said, "The emotional power of
Conroy’s books comes from his
experiences as a member of a dysfunctional family. ... But
more importantly, he is a
storyteller in the tradition
of great Southern novelists,
and he is revered by his
readers for his poetic style."
Soldofsky said Conroy’s
ability to deliver these elements to readers has led to
critical and commercial success, and has resulted in
motion picture productions
of "The Great Santini," starring Robert Duvall, and
"The Prince of Tides," starring Barbara Streisand and
Nick Nolte.
"Beach Music" portrays
"young men coming of age
during the Vietnam War. His writing tells part of the story of people
whose lives have been changed by

ognized through generations, said
Yungpa Cho, an English department teaching assistant.
"In general, contemporary
authors are still really talented, but
I think they are addressing different issues, more politically and
economically
focused,
where in the past they
focused more on promoting ideals and principles,"
he said.
Conroy will follow T.
Coraghessan Boyle as the
latest in the 1995-96 Major
Authors Series. The event,
sponsored by San Francisco
Focus magazine, and presented by the Center for
Literary Arts, is free of
charge to students.
Conroy will speak at 7:30
Pat Conroy
Novelist p.m. today in Morris Dailey
Auditorium, and will particle ipate in an on-stage interview and conversation with
rary writer, it would be difficult to the audience at 12:30 p.m. Friday
gauge his significance when com- in the Student Union Umunhum
pared to those who have been rec- room.
history," said Soldofsky.
"Beach Music" also addresses
issues such as the Holocaust,
according to the transcript of a
recent interview of Conroy by
Doubleday Book Publishers,
Because Conroy is a contempo-

In general, contemporary authors
are still really talented, but I think they
are addressing different issues, more
politically and economically focused,
where in the past they focused more
on promoting ideals and principles.
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He’s created a niche as a sports
with."
Equestrian art is only part of his artist. When he paints the portrayrepertoire in the field of art. He als, his goal is to capture those viccovers a vast array of sports and has torious moments of the athletes on
been commissioned to create por- canvas. "My reputation in the martrayals of such athletes as Joe ket is capturing portraits in waterMontana, Jimmy Connors, Ronnie color," Delgado said.
As for Delgado’s next art proLott, Barry Bonds and Wayne
ject, he has been commissioned by
Gretzky.
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When it’s time for a weekend trip home or a
break from school, take Amtrak California!
The trains of California, and connecting shuttle
buses, can take you just about anywhere in the state,
without the hassle of driving. There’s no easier or
more economical way to get there and back.
Aboard the train you can sit back and relax, catch
up on homework, have a snack, or just listen to some
good music. The trains are comfortable, and have
plenty of room to haul your stuff.
Check out the super low roundtrip fares from
San Jose aboard either Amtrak California’s daily
Capitols or San Joaquins. And with Amtrak’s new
Student Advantage card, it’s more affordable than
ever! Annual enrollment in Student Advantage is
only $20 and you’ll receive a 15% discount on our
already low fares everytime you ride Amtrak.
So, next time take the train for the ultimate trip
home, or for a major break from school.
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don is connected to the Kiwanis
Club, members have professional
links with the club’s members,
which in turn can help with job
placement. Scholarships are also
offered by the
Kiwanis Club.
Though the organization has
begun operating on campus, it
hasn’t received its formal recognition yet. All the paperwork has
been filled out and the organizafion’s old constitution has been
revived, Haas said.
Fifteen members attending the
meetings on a regular basis is what
the organization needs for formal
recognition. In the past three
weeks, the organization has held
meetings, which have been tentatively scheduled for Thursdays or
Fridays in the Student Union.
Membership will likely continue
to grow as students seek out what
the organization is about and the
type of service projects it will be
doing.
While attending a meeting,
Aaron Tanaka, an SJSU creative
arts student, said, "I just wanted to
find out more about it and the
type of projects they’ll be doing."
About eight members belong to
the group, Haas said. However,
she’s not worried about how many
there are in the organization.
"The important thing to focus on
is not the quantity ot membership.
I’m worrying about the quality
and that everyone has fun," she
said.
"I know it is going to bloom
once it’s going. The main thing is
once you get 10 people in and you
start doing some activities, people
start bringing in their friends."
For students interested in joining, call 866-8077.
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Innovative program teaches use of e-mail, VVINW
By Leslie Farmer
Vertu Daily Staff Writer

A fellowship awarded to William
Nance, associate professor of management information systems, by
the campus-based Institute for
Teaching and Learning (ITL) has
resulted in an innovative program
that combines the use of advanced
students as mentors with the use of
the World Wide Web, e-mail and
voice mail.
"The whole idea of the 10 ITI.
grants is in using technology to
support teaching and learning,"
Nance said. "Our arrangement is
unusual in that while most people
with the ITL fellowships build
technological artifacts like on-line
art or videos to help teaching, I
have tried to change the pedagogical techniques.
"Other people in the program
can’t implement their changes

without technology; I can
although it would be harder on
the students."
Nance designed the program
for use in the College of ’Business
but is easily adaptable to any subject with an introductory and an
advanced course. It takes advantage of skills the more advanced
students already have to push their
classmates ahead in more elementary courses, he said.
The techniques Nance has
developed will eventually be disseminated across the campus.
The professor was awarded a
half-time release for two semesters
when he became an ITL fellow.
While teaching half his usual load,
he devised a system that allows students in introductory courses to
"become much more productive
quickly."
Nance has constructed a Web
page
where
students
of

fd

Suite
0 the %%eh 1)eitn e
.gement Information Studies
(MN, (whir h deals with the
design, development, implementation, and min iagement of information technology and organizations) works largely through
computers, this practice gives students useful skills.
"I need to express gratitude to
Sandra Dewitz," Nance said. "I got
the grant, but she and I work
together to implement this program we teach multiple-section
courses in collaboration."
Nance suggested that anyone
who was interested could "visit" the
project on the World Wide Web.
URL:
The
http:www.cob.sjsu.edu/FAG
STAFF/NANCE_w/a3111/index.h
tin.
MIS student Talma Stein, a
senior at SJSU, was enthusiastic
About the innovations although
Ma I

The whole idea of the 10 ITL grants is in using
technology to support teaching and learning.
William Nance
Associate professor of MIS.

PP
Introduction to Systems Analysis
and Advanced System Analysis can
find announcements concerning
the courses and post questions and
answers.
Three discussion forums one
for each class and one for group
process issues take place online. E-mail and voice mail keeps
students and teachers in touch
with each other. Students in the
more advanced class provide tutorials for the lower course.

It is not only the less-advanced
students who benefit from the
arrangement. Nance explained.
"You never know your material so
well as when you teach it to someone else,’ he said, quoting a scholar’s adage.
The advanced students, as well,
have the opportunity to be "live
managers," good practice for their
futures as professionals.
Most of the students involved in
the program have not worked with

she had onls been involved in the
new ptoject for two weeks.
coordinate the people in
lower classes,"she said. "What’s
happening now is that there is an
ongoing discussion between the
two classes. The discussion questions and answers are on the cornputerized forums so everyone can
see them."
Some of the advantages of this
are that it saves time for students
eliminating
instructors,
and
"phone tag" and a lot of duplication of effort, Stein said.
communicates
Everyone
through e-mail. Students can
download or upload files as they
need to.
"I’m acting project manager for
a team of four people in a lower
division class," Stein said. "I feel my
part is a bit unstructured but
maybe that’s like the real world."

Four SJSU students receive $5,000 scientific scholarships
By Kamilab A. Boone
Spartan Deily Staff Writer

Four SJSU students were awarded $5,000 scholarships earlier this
year for work done in the fields of
natural science, medicine and
engineering.
The Achievement Rewards for
College Scientists Foundation
scholarship is awarded to graduate
and undergraduate students who
must have proven ability in a scientific field and a 3.5 GPA or better.
"The ARCS Foundation is looking for people with a proven track
record, said Gretchen E. Flohr, a
second-year recipient of the award.

"They’re looking for people who
are self-motivated, and who have
done some projects."
If anyone is an expert on motivation, its Flohr, a 38-year-old single
mother of three, who plans to
graduate in 1996 with a degree in
conservation biology. Following
graduation, she will pursue a master’s degree and doctorate in
wildlife ecology.
"Taking care of the planet is our
number one priority," -Flohr said of
why she is interested in ecology.
"In my culture, we’re raised to
know that every creature is our
relation, and it is our job to take
care of our relations," she said.

"Our relations are not being taken
care of.
"There’s a saying ’Only when
the last tree has been cut, the last
river has been dried, and the last
fish has been caught, will we realize that we can’t eat money.’"
Among her many projects, Flohr
has been a curator of entomology;
has done volunteer work in wildlife
rescue; and most recently has done
a biological survey on species

diversity.

"There’s a lot of frustration with
this kind of research, but it’s worth
it," said Flohr. "I’m doing what my
heart wants to be doing."
James "Terry" Olson, 27, is also a
second-year recipient of the award.
Olson, who will be receiving his
degree in physics in May 1996, has
published an article on homogeneous nucleation in the Journal of
Chemical Physics.

"Homogeneous nucleation has
to do with the way a vapor changes
into a liquid at the molecular
level," Olson said. "It happens all
over the place, like whets you open
a bottle of beer. But it’s also related
to ozone depletion."
Olson is also a musician and a
member of the rhythm and blues
band, the Board of Directors.
Laura A. Parent is the third
recipient. Parent maintains a 4.0

(A’ \ mid intends to pursue her
edw .ition and research at the doctoral level.
Shaikh J. Ahmad, the fourth
recipient, is a physics major who
plans to pursue a doctorate in theoretical or applied physics. Ahmad
is currently writing a reference
book on holography with Gareth
Williams, a professor of optics at
SJSU.
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Darden calls O.J. Simpson
’a murderer’ at trial’s end
LOS ANC:ELLS (Al’)
Simpson worked himself into a
rage after being spurned by his exwife and his girlfriend, then drafted a plan to solve his problems
Nicole
Brown
murdering
Simpson, a prosecutor said in closing arguments today.
"It’s Nicole’s fault," prosecutor
Christopher Darden, an SJSU
alum, said in a quiet, intense summation. "He always blamed her,
and everything was her fault."
And murder, Darden said,
brought relief to Simpson. Each
knife thrust sent a message; each
knife thrust helped rid Simpson of
his demons, leaving him so calm
that he could walk not run or
from the murder
even jog
scene, the prosecutor said.
"He had released all of that rage
and that anger during this homicidal fit that he was having," Darden
said. "He’s a murderer. He was
also one hell of a great football
player, but he’s also a murderer."
The summation by Darden completed the first phase of the rosecution’s closing arguments. Judge
Lance Ito scheduled the defense’s
arguments for afternoon. Then,
the prosecution gets the last word
with a rebuttal. Ito said the case
could go to jurors Monday.
Sketching a chilling portrait of a
man whose fuse is near its end,
Darden said Simpson couldn’t
cope with the final breakup with
Ms. Simpson and a rift with Paula
Barbieri, who left for Las Vegas
without telling him.
Simpson shook his head and
gave a disgttsted look whet’

college financing

You mean
a student
loan lender
cafes what
happens
after
duation?!?

Darden WaS talking about Barbieri.
On June 12, 1994, the day Ms.
Simpson and her friend Ronald
were
murdered,
Goldman
Simpson spoke with his ex-wife in
a four-minute phone call that
apparently pushed Simpson over
the edge, Darden said.
After a tense meeting with Ms.
Simpson and her family at a dance
recital. Simpson returned home
and, suddenly, his demeanor
changed, from being depressed to
being jovial, Darden said.
"What happened? Why is that?"
Darden asked. "It’s because the
defendant developed a plan. He
has come up with a plan to rid
himself of the problem that has
plagued him for 17 years."
The plan, Darden said, was murder.
That night, the prosecutor said,
Simpson was not the amiable man
from the commercials and football
halftime shows, but the angry, jealous, controlling man heard
screaming profanities at Ms.
Simpson on a 911 tape from
October 1993, when Simpson
crashed through the back door of
Ms. Simpson’s house.
Darden played the haunting
tape to jurors, who could hear a
distraught Ms. Simpson pleading
for police help, then trying to calm
the angry Simpson. Darden suggested Ms. Simpson was aware of
her fate.
"She knows he’s going to kill
her at some point," Darden said.
"She doesn’t know at the time that
she’s got eight months to live."
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Conference looks at
border health problem
SOU 141 PADRE 1,1
For sonic It is a
Texas (AP)
lack of education. For others, a
lack of money. Some are simply
too modest.
reason,
the
Whatever
lispanic women are less likely
to go see a doctor and more
likely to contract diseases such
as cervical cancer and diabetes,
participants of a binational confer mice on women’s health said
Wednesday.
The U.S.-Mexico Border
Womett’s
On
Conference
Health aims to identify health
problems prevalent among
Hispanic women and find ways
to educate them about the need
for prevention.
"The women that tend to

Clorox

have those diseases may not
know what to do about it, where
to go, how to cope. how to
adapt." said Paul X illas, eXe(11rive director of the University of
Health
Border
Texas
Coordination Office, which
organized the confereme,
In Texas, Hispanic women
ing along the U.S.-Mexico border are twice as h ka Is as Anglo
Nical canwomen to contra, t
cer. said Dr. Nancy Weiss, director of the Texas Cancer
Registry.
The mortality rate also is
twice as high among Hispanic
women, she said.
Cervical cancer cases are
highest among Hispanics age
45-49 and 60-64.
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The Clorox Company, a leader in
rhe consumer products industry. is
corning to your campus. And we bring
with us a world of possibilities for
people with exceptional talent and
ambition.

PRESENTATION
Finance & Accounting
Undergrads and MBAs
Thursday, October 5th
2:00 p.m.
Student Union, Guadalupe Room
Casual Attire
Refreshments will be served

If you’re unable to attend, we’d still
like to hear from you. Send your resume
to The Clorox Company. Senior College
"S111141116‘N,CLOROX

Relations Specialist. PO. Box 24395.
CA 94623. MX: (510) 2l An EEO AA employer committed

Oakland,

to workplace diversity.

Churches changing to fit ethnic groups
Sunday masses
already offered
in 11 languages
In 1980,
NEW YORK (AP
Father James Hennest, , included
his magisterial history of American
Catholics by observing that the
U.S. church finallY was emerging
from its "long and turbulent immigrant era."
In the rectory of Most Precious
Blood Church in Queens, the pastor is counting on his fingers. We
have Masses in Italian, Spanish,
Brazilian
Filipino,
Croatian,
Portuguese and English," says
Father Raymond Stallings.
He’s also trolling for a priest to
say Sunday Mass in Polish. With 11
Sunday Masses in six languages
already being offered, "it’s getting
tight," he says. Although he’s
adding some pews, "I don’t see
how we could fit another ethnic
group in."
Most Precious Blood is not
exceptional. Not in a diocese
where Mass is said in 20 different
languages each Sunday; not in a
nation whose largest Catholic diocese, Los Angeles, has Mass in 45
languages.
When Pope John Paul II visits
the United States this week, he will
see how a church run by and largely for descendants of immigrants
from western Europe is being
changed by new immigrants from
almost everywhere but.
And he may be pleased to note
that the newcomers have more in
common with earlier generations
of American Catholics than with
the sometimes unruly group currently in the pews.

FREE

churdi to be blessed by a pnest.
Some Americait priests refuse to
participate in what they regard as a
mere coming-out party devoid of
religious significance.
Father
Michael McHugh, another priest
at Most Precious Blood, said he
has no such compunctions.
"If people think enough of the
church to come, then you have an
opportunity to make a contact,"
said McHugh, a priest for 15 years.
"It’s Catholicism," McHugh
shrugged. "It’s just not Irish
Catholicism."
When he walked onto the altar
on a recent Sunday to say Mass in
Spanish, he found the front pews
occupied by sonic Ecuadorians

In offices
CHICAGO (AP)
where smoking is allowed, nicotine
levels are more than triple the levels considered hazardous by U.S.
regulatory standards, researchers
found in what is believed to be the
largest study on secondhand
smoke in the workplace.
"The tobacco industry says work
exposures are trivial compared to
home exposures," said lead
Katharina
S.
researcher
Hammond, an associate professor
in public health at the University
of California, Berkeley.
"And this paper says that’s clearly not true."
A spokesman for the tobacco
industry said the study’s methods
were faulty and its conclusions contradict other research.
The study, in today’s issue of
The Journal of the American
Medical Association, was conductwhen
Massachusetts,
ed
in
the
worked
at
Hammond
Massachusetts
of
University
Medical School in Worcester.
Hammond’s team placed 25

Career Guidance
Programs &
Workshops.

Hear Alumni discuss their professions
Find out what steps you need to take
to plan your career
Discover what options you have
Learn what services and resources
are available to assist you.
October ’95 is

Career Awareness Month

Pick up your Schedule of Events at the Career Center in BC-13, or call 924-6033.

If people think enough of the church to
come, then you have an opportunity to make
a contact,
Michael
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with a big banner. Unannounced,
they had marched down the aisle
with their portrait of Our Lady of
Cicsne, patroness of their home
town, to mark her feast day.
"When you say Mass in a packed
house like that, you have a little
McHugh said.
more juice,"
Hispanics generally sing louder, listen harder and socialize longer.
Immigrants tend toward the sort
of old-fashioned Catholicism the
pope seems to favor that was deemphasized after the Second
Vatican Council in the 1960s.
"People are always asking our

fiber disks treated to react to nicotine at each of 25 work sites,
including fire stations, newspaper
publishing facilities, textile drying
plants and various manufacturing
facilities. The disks were left for a
week in offices, cafeterias and production areas,
Tests on the disks revealed that
average nicotine concentrations in
the air during the week varied
greatly depending ou woritoite
smoking policies,
Levels ranged from 8.6 micrograms per cubic meter of air in
open offices where smoking was
allowed, to 1.3 micrograms where
smoking was restricted, to 0.3
micrograms where smoking was
banned. In nonoffice areas, the
levels were 2.3 micrograms, 0.7
micrograms and 0.2 micrograms,
respectively,
Exposure to an average of 2.3
micrograms of nicotine per cubic
meter of air for eight hours a day
over 40 years creates a lung cancer
10,000,
three
in
risk
of
Hammond’s team said, citing pre-

y tom research. A risk level that
high almost always prompts U.S.
regulatory agencies to try to
reduce whatever is causing the
risk, the researchers said.
Secondhand smoke is believed
to have an even greater effect on
heart disease. Studies have estimated that secondhand smoke may
cause 30,000 to 50,000 U.S. non smokers to die each year from
heart disease, compared with 3,000
deaths from lung cancer, the
researchers said.
said
the
Hammond
Massachusetts work sites are typical
of other American workplaces.
Tom Lauria, a spokesman for
a
Institute,
Tobacco
the
Washington-based trade group,
said Hammond’s method of monitoring at fixed locations failed to
account for varying amounts of
time employees actually spent at
those locations,
"To measure workplace exposure properly, both concentration
and length of exposure must be
measured," he said.

sex, sexual orientation, marital status, pregnancy. age. disability, disabled veteran’s or Vietnam veteran s status.
accommodations made for those with disabilites

Other reseals ti has tumid intu h
lower workplace concentrations,
Lauria added, citing a study by
Oak Ridge National Laboratory in
16 cities.
"Preliminary results from thi
Oak Ridge study shoyc as min li as
13 times less exposure in the wink place than at other locations,"
Lauria said.
Hammond said the Oak Ridge
study has not yet been published
in a scientific journal and subjected to review by experts.
Lauria also said it has not been
scientifically established that secondhand smoke contributes to
lung cancer, as the government
says.
The Environmental Protection
Agency in 1993 classified secondhand smoke as a serious cancer
threat and issued guidelines urging every company to have a policy
protecting nonsmokers from involuntary exposure.

Gene therapy fails to fix cystic fibrosis
In a sobering
BOSTON (AP)
setback for gene therapy, two
to
fix nature’s
promising attempts
inborn mistakes have failed to help
victims of cystic fibrosis and muscular dystrophy.
Scientists in recent years have
found the genetic flaws that cause
both conditions. They are among
the most common lethal inherited
diseases, and the discoveries led to
speculation that soon there would
be cures: Just replace the bad
genes with good ones.
The new reports suggest it won’t
be as easy as scientists had hoped.
Neither experiment was a complete bust. Some healthy genes
actually were transferred. But the
gene therapy came nowhere close
to doing the patients any good.
Proponents of this approach
caution against gloom, however.
They say that a quick cure is too
much to expect in a field that is
only about 5 years old.
Indeed, more than 100 other
human experiments are under way
in efforts to correct a variety of
both inherited and acquired illnesses, including AIDS, cancer and
heart trouble,
The disappointing reports were

published in Thursday’s issue of
the New England journal of
Medicine. In both experiments,
researchers attempted to reverse
inherited illnesses by giving victims
the healthy genes they were born
without.
People with cystic fibrosis carry a
genetic flaw that results in thick
lung secretions. This mucus harhors infections that eventually
destroy the lungs. About 30,000
Americans have the disease.
To try to reverse it, researchers
have created weakened adenoviruses a form of the cold virus
that also contain a good copy of
the defective gene. The idea is to
let the virus infect the cells in the
airways so that the cells carry in the
needed gene.
Researchers from the University
of North Carolina tried the
approach on 12 volunteers with
mild to moderate cystic fibrosis.
They tested it on the victims’
noses, which have cells identical to
ones in the lungs.
Dr. Michael R. Knowles and colleagues found that fewer than 1
percent of cells lining the airways
accepted the transplanted genes.
They estimate that to help victims,
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Reasonable

priests to say Masses on least days
of saints we’ve never heard of,"
said the Rev. Ronald Marino, who
supervises immigrant affairs for
the Brooklyn-Queens diocese.
Parish councils have faded in
the diocese. Immigrants move
more frequently and are less likely
to seek election to such councils.
At St. Matthew’s Church in
Brooklyn, parishioners felt compelled to elect three parish councils that conducted meetings in
English,
three languages
Spanish and Creole, the form of
French spoken in Haiti.
Vatican II ended in 1965, the
same year congressional legislation
swung the balance of immigration
from Western Europe
and to Latin America
and Asia. It’s still
unclear whether the
reforms of Washington
or those of Rome will
have a greater impact
American
on
the
church.
McHugh
The
church’s
Priest immigrant success story
may be undermined by
a paradox. Although
immigrants generally
respect priests, seek their advice
and value the sacraments tiny
administer, they are not beconni.g
priests themselves.
The problem is acute among
Hispanics, who by one estimate
will replace the Irish as the
church’s largest ethnic group by
2010. When the New York
three
ordained
Archdiocese
Vietnamese priests, it promptly dispatched them to school in Bolivia
to learn Spanish, the language of
one in three Catholic New Yorkers.

High levels of nicotine in smoking workplaces

Your
Career...
ion aii r1 there from here.
Lunchtime
seminars on
career options.

ill Illall places there are really
two Catholic churches: one suburban, white and middle class, the
other urb.m, ethnically diverse and
economically precarious.
"Those two churches rarely talk
to each other, or even know that
each other exists," said Jay P.
Dolan, a church historian at the
University of Notre Dame.
When the pope celebrates his
public Masses, "They’ll see each
other at Aqueduct or Central
Park," Dolan said. "But what about
the next day %"
Most Precious Blood is located
in a working-class iteighborhimd of
attached houses and slot iii olds.
The bars and the funeral ti ii it are
still Irish, the restaurants still Italian.
Everything else is up
for grabs.
About a third of
the
parishioners
aren’t native English
speakers. The white
ethnics are slain Is
dying off or moving
out, leaving behind
stone
great
the
church their parents
raised during the
Depression.
The American Catholic Church
always welcomed immigrants;
many of the churches now adding
new language Masses for recent
immigrants still have Italian Masses
from the previous wave of immigration.
In the past, the church tried to
bend immigrants to its ways.
This time, it’s unclear who’s
changing whom.
Take the "quinceneros" a traditional Latin-American ceremony
in which a girl turning 15 gets
dressed in white and goes to

ROCK 11 TACOS

131 W Santa Clara St. (5 Blocks west of Campus)
Must be 21 years or older Ind valid student I.D.

the gene transfer would have to be
10 to 100 times more efficient.
Dr. James M. Wilson of the
University of Pennsylvania, a coauthor of the study, said the strategy may work better in its ultimate
target the lungs than it does
in the nose. Those experiments
are under way.
Nevertheless, he said, "this is a
heads-up for a potential problem
that nob, My wants to minimize."
Dr. Ronald Crystal of New York
Hospital, who helped pioneer the
adenovirus approach, believes scientists can fine-tune the virus so it
will reliably carry in the gene.
"It clearly is going to work," he
said. "It’s frustrating for everyone,
including the families of kids with
this disease, because we feel we are
on the verge of a quantum leap.
The question is how to do it the
best way. It just takes time."
Experts seem less optimistic
about the prospects for an entirely
different approach tried on 12
boys with Duchenne’s muscular
dystrophy, which gradually weakens and destroys the muscles. It
and a closely related form of the
disease affect about 75,000
Americans.
Instead of using a virus to
replace a defective gene, doctors
injected healthy muscle cells into
the volunteers’ biceps. The hope
was that the new cells would fuse
with the victims’ own muscle cells,
giving them the good gene they
lacked.
The experimental treatment,
a ailed myoblast transfer, was conducted by Dr. Jerry R. Mendell and
others from Ohio State University.
After six months, there was no sign
the injections increased the boys’
strength.
"This finding, coupled with
other previous work, basically tells
us this just is not producing therapeutic benefit," said Dr. Donald
Wood of the Muscular Dystrophy
Association.
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Court says traffic jam shouldn’t force deportation
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Immigrant man
allowed to stay in
U.S. after missing
court date
SAN FRANCISCO (Al’)
An
immigrant shouldn’t forfeit the
right to fight deportation because
a Los Angeles freeway traffic jam
made him late for a hearing, a federal
appeals
court
ruled
Wednesday.
The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals ruled that Frehd Ahmad,
who fled Afghanistan after torture
and imprisonment, should have

.111,,ther chance to argue his claim
of political asylum.
Ahmad, son of a slain commander of a mujahadeen rebel group,
was arrested by Soviet soldiers in
1986 and charged with anti -government leafletung, the court said.
He was interrogated and tortured
for the next six months, then
imprisoned under miserable conditions, the court said.
He was freed when Soviet troops
withdrew from Afghanistan in
1989, but fled to Pakistan and
eventually arrived in New York City
in April 1992. After being held by
immigration
authorities,
he
appeared three times for scheduled deportation hearings that
were postponed, then got the case

Chief said case filed
against city was
not about money
LOS ANGELES (Al’) Police
Chief Willie
Williams
said
Wednesday he was dropping a $10
million defamation claim against
the
city
and
the
Police
Commission over leaks of information about his Las Vegas trips.
Williams made the announcement at Parker Center police
headquarters after several days of

urging by City Council members
and others hoping to settle the rift.
The chief said the claim was not
"about money." Rather, he said, it
was an attempt "to get the attention of individuals who are responsible for governing our city to
look into leaks of his personnel
records.
Williams filed the claim, a preliminary step toward a lawsuit,
after press reports about a Police
Commission probe of free lodging
and service at Caesars Palace in
Las Vegas.
The reports were based on
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WASHINGTON (AP)
groups who contend The Walt
Disney Co. has done a poor job
producing and airing educational
television shows for children will
challenge its purchase of Capital
Cities/ABC Inc. before federal
regulators, sources working on the
effort said Wednesday.
Media
for
Center
The
Education and the United Church
of Christ plan to ask the Federal
Communications Commission on
Thursday to block the $19 billion
deal, the sources said, speaking on
condition of anonymity.
The groups will allege that
Disney’s TV production company
doesn’t make enough quality educational children s shows for
broadcast distribution, the sources
said. They also will claim that
Disney-owned KCAL in Los
Angeles has a "seriously undistinguished" record for airing educational shows for children.
The sources would not provide
details on how Disney allegedly
failed to serve children.
Disney spokesman Ken Green
declined to comment.
The groups plan to ask the FCC
to block the sale unless Disney
agrees to air substantially more
than three hours of educational
shows a week on ABC, the sources
said.
1V broadcasters are not currently required to air a minimum
amount of educational children’s
programs. However, by law they
are required to put on programs
that serve the educational and
informational needs of children.
Just last week Westinghouse
Electric Corp. agreed to air at least
three hours of educational children’s shows a week beginning
next season as a condition of tak-

ing over CBS Inc.
Westinghouse’s voluntary action
responded to a petition that had
been filed with the FCC by the
same two interest groups. That
petition was withdrawn upon
Westinghouse’s announcement.
"But we’re asking Disney to
pledge to do substantially more
higher than three hours a week
that we asked Westinghouse to do
because Disney is a leader in the
children’s market," a source said.
The groups’ challenge could
delay the sale of ABC to Disney.
The transfer of licenses held by
ABC to Disney require FCC
approval. Disney also is asking the
commission to waive some regulations so that it can own TV and
radio stations together in at least
two markets.
Even though Westinghouse’s
agreement was voluntary, Rep.
Jack Fields, R-Texas, and others
critics assert that the company was
coerced into it by FCC Chairman
Reed Hundt.
Westinghouse and Hundt, who
supports requiring TV stations to
air at least three hours of educational shows for children a week,
reject such assertions.
"If the Westinghouse commitment is a quid, they have received
no quo from me," Hunch wrote in
a letter to Fields.
The FCC also has to approve the
transfer of TV and radio stations
to
CBS
from
licences
Westinghouse.
Media
for
Center
The
Education has been a lead group
in trying to get the FCC to adopt
stronger children’s programming
rules. The United Church of
Christ also actively weighs in on
proposals
telecommunications
before the commission.
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Chemical spill sends 41 to hospital
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HERCULES, Calif. (AP)
chemical release at a refinery
Wednesday sent 41 people from a
nearby private school for the
developmentally disabled to local
hospitals.
The vapor release at the Pacific
Refining Company occurred at
9:15 a.m., according to the
Contra Costa County Health
Services Department.
Fumes caused by the mixture
of two chemicals, naphtha and
mercaptan, made 41 people at
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the Spectrum Center School ill.
included
symptoms
The
headaches, nausea and vomiting.
None of the victims appeared
to be seriously ill, the health services department said.
There were no evacuations
ordered because of the vapor
release, but residents in the area
were ordered to stay indoors and
keep windows closed.
Pacific Refining closed in June
but cleanup crews were at the
facility Wednesday morning.
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9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals

PY
of liming, anon Appeals ruled that
Ahmad had not shown "reasonable cause" for his absence. U.S.
District Judge Dickran Tevrizian
agreed hut was overruled by the
appeals court.
"Aliens who have shown good.
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Chris’ Country Cafe
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Open M -F 6 am - 3 pm
Sat 6 - 2 pm
Sun 7-1 pm

$4.99

148 West Alma Ave
Across From DMV
294-5565
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Chow Down in
Downtown Tonight!

tended the tree perks were available to anyone who gambled in
the hotel’s casino.
There had been speculation that
Williams would withdraw the claim
in exchange for a promise not to
consider it or the Las Vegas probe
when his five-year contract comes
up for renewal in two years.
"There have been no deals,"
said Councilman Joel Wachs.
"MCII and women of goodwill can
get together and bury the hatchet."
The Police Commission praised
Williams’ decision.

leaked
confidential
Police
Commission investigation documents.
"The purpose (of the claim) was
to cause some city officials to take a
serious and systematic look at what
I view as repeated leaks of my personnel records," Williams said.
City Council members have
promised to look into the leaks, he
said.
The Police Commission voted in
April to reprimand Williams for
lying about the accommodations.
The City Council overturned the
reprimand in June. Williams con-

ii,

ings should be allowed to present
the merits of their cases," the court
said in a 3-0 ruling. "Ahmad mole
a good-faith effort to be on time,
but for understandable reasons
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Groups to ask FCC to keep
Disney from buying ABC

.1 he ruling was issued by Judges
Lunt,. hi "wiling and Harry
Pr egerson .uld U.S. District Judge
Jack Tanner of Seattle, temporarily
assigned to the court.
The decision WAS gi otifying to
Wahid. a lawyer AN
g his
first case under the supervision of
Ahmad’s chief attorney, Judy
Wood.
"This person is facing a death
SCIlltnce if deported," Wahid said.
Despite the hange of governnients, he said. Ahmad would be in
equal danger ft out the c tirrent factional warfare if it-turned to
Afghiu I istaii.
Assistant U S. Attorney John
Lee, the government’,
declined comment.

Aliens who have shown good-faith efforts to dtfend
their hearings should be allowed to present the merits
of their cases.

Williams drops $10 million defamation claim

Center for Media Education, United Church of
Christ contend company has done poor job
IS,

dd

nal ler red to Los Angeles, where
he moved in with relatives.
Ahmad ’s next St heduled heal
ing was Ili November 1992. lIt
showed up 3o iniilules late for the
9 am. hearing, by
own estimate, or more than ail hour late
according to the wive’ I lint III
He explained latei that lie was
unfamiliar with the area, i ied on
a friend to estimate the time iieeded, and was delayed when his
friend’s car got caught in rushhour traffic on the 30-mile drive
from suburban Canoga Park to
Los Angeles.
Around 9:30 that morning, in
Ahmad’s abselice, an immigration
judge held a brief hearing and
ordered him deported. ’rhe Board

sMALL P1/ /is
FREE GLASS OF BEER OR SODA
WITH ANY ENTREE
$1 WELL DRINKS
EXPIRES 2/28/95

"THE MOST EXHILARATING AMERICAN
MOVIE SINCE ’PULP FICTION’!"
Stephen Farber, MOVIELINE

"NICOLE KIDMAN
GIVES THE BEST
PERFORMANCE
OF THE YEAR.
She’s this year’s
dead-on lock
for an Oscar
nomination."
Rod Lur

’****
OUTSTANDING
CINEMATIC
ENTERTAINMENT
DON T MISS IT.’

"NICOLE KIDMAN
IS DEVIOUSLY
DELICIOUS.
It is her best

KMPC 710

"NICOLE KIDMAN
DELIVERS A KILLER
PERFORMANCE.
Van Sant deftly
blends film,
video interviews

performance."
George Pennochio OMB TV

"OUTRAGEOUSLY
ENTERTAINING
AND PROVOCATIVE...
FUNNY, SHOCKING
AND WICKEDLY
PACED. NICOLE
KIDMAN DELIVERS
A DELICIOUSLY
WITTY AND
CAPTIVATING
PERFORMANCE!’

and headlines."
Stephen Sobon, DETAILS

"THE BLACKEST, MOST
WICKED COMEDY
IN AGES.
NICOLE KIDMAN
IS AS GOOD AS
SHE IS BEAUTIFUL
AND THAT’S AS
GOOD AS IT GETS."

Si) aehl, ABC RADIO NETWORK

Potroch Stoner, PBS FLICKS

"KIDMAN IS TERRIFIC.
A VERY FUNNY FILM
LIKELY TO EARN
NICOLE KIDMAN
AN OSCAR
NOMINATION."

"NICOLE KIDMAN
IN THE BEST
PERFORMANCE
OF HER CAREER.
A jaunty in -your-face
fable for our time."

JeH Crwg,

NICOLE

sum SECOND PREVIEW

KIDMAN

TO DIE FOR
All she wanted was a little attention.
COLUMBIA PICTURES Presents
FILM DISTRIBUTORS A LAURA ZISKIN Production A Film By GUS VAN SANT
"TO DIE FOR" JOAQUIN PHOENIX ond MATT DILLON "’A DANNY [LEMAN
fattgn JONATHAN TAN IN and JOSEPH M. CARACCIOLO THPOOKVJOYff MAYNARD "R1tM’ BUCK HENRY
"mmeryi LAURA ZISKIN 151"ViGUS VAN SANT
_
R
’"
In Association With RANK
Starring NICOLE KIDMAN
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Fresh start for freshman
makes things happen," Bergman said.
"He feels no one should beat him.
He’s not cocky, just confident."
Even with that confidence, Hayes is
still a freshman he makes freshman mistakes.
His most common error? Lining
up at the wrong position, but he
knows the routes and the offense.
By Marcus Walton
"He took no time to rick up the
Special to the Daily
offense," Bergman said. He doesn’t
Foi someone who claims to have
play like a true freshman. He’s not
the most boring life of any player on
only physically talented, but he’s
the SJSU football team, freshmentally tough as well. He
man Windrell Hayes is generatdoesn’t make the same mistake
ing a lot of excitement in the
twice."
minds of his coaches and fellow
Bergman said Hayes’ talent
He has unlimited potential ...
players.
will probably lead him to break
The 5-foot-11 -inch receiver sometimes watch him in practice and most of the receiving records
hasn’t set any records, or even
at SJSU.
been player of the week, but he does things that are phenomenal.
Senior Brian Lundy, the
Haves has people taking notice.
Spartan’s leading receiver and
’Re has unlimited potential,"
Craig Bergman main offensive threat, realizes
receivers’ coach Craig Bergman
SJSU receivers’ coach that Hayes may have more talsaid. "As coaches, we sometimes
ent than he does.
watch him in practice and he
"In a way he reminds me of
does things that are phenomemyself," Lundy, a fifth-year
nal."
Southern California and a number of senior said. "I’d say he’s where I was
While there is plenty of excitement
in my sophomore year and he’s just a
West Coast schools.
on the field, his off-the-field life is other
But Haves won’t mention that. freshman."
rather routine.
Lundy is just six touchdown catchhe will say is that he believes he
"My life is real boring," Hayes said. Whathelp
es away from breaking the SJSU
this team win if he can
"All I do is play football, go to school can
get his hands on the ball. It’s not that record. But he believes any marks he
and go home."
thinks he is the most dominant sets will be short-lived.
Boring? Hayes is a true freshman Hayes
"If I happen to break some of these
player on the team. He’s just confiabout to start his fourth consecutive dent
records, he’ll definitely surpass
in his ability.
game at the Division I level. He has
figure if you have a person on them," Lundy said. "His time is going
10 catches for 108 yards and one the"I team
who wants the ball, you to come."
touchdown since replacing injured should
give it to him," Haves said. "I
Before Hayes gets his turn at the
senior David Doyle.
about those things but I can’t record books, Lundy said his heir
But if you listen to Hayes, better think
do anything about it, I’m just afresh- apparent must shed the "most boring
numbers and more excitement
man."
life" moniker.
are only a matter of time.
"He’s going to start hanging out
Freshman or not, Bergman said
it would be nice to hold all the Hayes
with us," Lundy said of his teammate.
is
right.
records here and win a little bit,"
"We want to get him the ball; he "College is supposed to be fun."

Windrell Hayes
is not so boring
on the field

11.d es said with a slow smile. "We still
have a chance to go to a bowl (this
sear),"
Don’t let the bravado fool you. The
soft-spoken Hayes is not some bigmouth, no-ability freshman. His credentials out of high school are
impressive.
He caught 138 passes for 2,566
yards and 35 touchdowns in his fouryear high school varsity career and,
Bergman said, was recruited heavily
by UC Berkeley, the University of
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row with the company
that never stops!
For 18 consecutive years. Stryker has enjoyed an annual
growth of 20%. No wonder Forbes rated Stryker one of
the "200 Best Small Companies" and Business Week
named it one of the "Most Innovative Companies" in
America. Stryker currently has challenging opportunities
available for talented individuals in the following areas:
Manufacturing Engineers
Quality Engineers
Design Engineers
Engineering Co-ops
Buyers and Planners
Marketing Associates
Stryker is a successful manufacturer of medical devices
with locations in Santa Clara, California and Kalamazoo,
Michigan. We will be on campus on October 12 and 23,
1995. If you want to learn how you can make a difference
in your career, please attend our Information Session on:
Thursday, October 12 at 12:30 p.m.
Student Union, Guadelupe Room
If you are unable to attend the information session, but
are interested in a rewarding opportunity with Stryker,
please send or fax your cover letter and resume to Stryker Endoscopy, Human Resources, 2590 Walsh
Ave., Santa Clara, CA 95051; Fax (408) 567-2502.
Equal Opportunity Employer.

stryker
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Freshman Windrell Hayes has impressed both players and coaches with his talent

Spartans score shutout
SJSU upsets USF
Spartan Daily Staff Report

Jason Martinez lead the Spartan
men’s soccer team to victory
against No. 20 ranked University
of San Francisco Tuesday Night at
Negoesco Stadium.
Martinez set up one goal and
scored another as SJSU (2-5) hung
on to shut out USF (3-3-1). The
sophomore forward also contributed three shots for the
Spartans’ 12 total shots on goal.
The Spartans scored early in the
game when midfielder Christian

Allsport photographer
to visit San Jose State

Fernandez blasted in a rebound of
a Martinez shot from close range
to put SJSU ahead 1-0.
Six minutes later, the Spartans
scored again as Martinez stole the
ball from USF’s Jason Wescott and
slid the ball snider USF goalkeeper
Brian Mullen. The rest of the
game was scoreless with the
Spartans winning, 2-0.
SJSU goalie sealed the victory as
he made seven saves, earning his
second shutout of the season.
USF out shot SJSU 17-12.

Spartan Daily Staff Report

Sports photographer Otto Greule will be lecturing and presenting a slide show of his work today in Dwight Bentel Hall room 133
at 7:30 p.m.
An Allsport contract photographer since 1988, Creole is considered one of the Bay Area’s top sports photographers. His work has
appeared in Sports Illustrated, Sport, The Sporting News, Time,
Newsweek and several other national magazines and newspapers.
The SJSU student chapter of the National Press Photographers
Association is sponsoring the free presentation.

.SJSU will face Fresno State at
Spartan Stadium on Sunday at 5 p.m.
FRIDAY:
MI Women’s volleyball vs New Mexico State at Spartan Gym,
7:30 p.m.
Women’s soccer at Fresno State, 7 p.m.
Men’s golf, Fresno Lexus Golf Classic, 36 holes

Olympic coach jailed for rape
CARDIFF, Wales (AP) Paul
Hickson, Britain’s head swimming
coach at the Seoul Olympics, was
jailed for 17 years Wednesday for
raping two women and indecently
assaulting 13 while coaching them
at school and college.
Hickson, 48, whose 1988
Olympic swimming team captured
three golds plus silver and bronze
medals, was said to have committed a catalogue of sex attacks
spread over a 15-year period while
he ran swimming clubs in
Norwich, England, and Swansea,
Wales, before he became national
coach.
One woman, now 32, described
how Hickson frequently raped her

at his home during school lunch
breaks the first time when she
was 13.
"It is a terrible shame to see a
man of your great ability in the
dock at all," judge John Prosser
said before passing sentence.
"You enjoyed, until the time of
your arrest, national and international veneration in the swimming
world. Your efforts brought out the
best potential in some of our greatest swimmers and they looked up
to you."
Hickson denied two charges of
rape and 13 indecent assaults.
Married with an 8-year-old daughter, he accused the 13 women of
fantasizing about sex with him.

SATURDAY:
Football vs Utah State, Spartan Stadium, 1:30 p.m.
Women’s volleyball vs. Nerada at Spartan Gym, 7:30 p.m.
Women’s cross country, Stanford Invitational at Stanford, 10
a.m.
Men’s golf, Fresno Lexus Goff Classic, 18 holes.

SUNDAY:
II Men’s soccer vs. Fresno State at Spartan Stadium, 5 p.m.
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San Jose: new home for the Warriors?
Money concerns
may bring NBA team
to the South Bay
Avww.isted Preis

Money, not location, could be
the key issue in whether the
Golden State Warriors’ new owner
will keep the NBA team in
Oakland or move it to San Jose,
the San Jose Mercury News reported Wednesday.
Owner Christopher Cohan, who
took over the Warriors in January,
would be able to run a new arena
in Oakland, but would need to
finance construction himself.
San Jose, on the other hand,
already has a highly regarded $170
million arena. But Cohan would
have to share it - and its revenues
-with the San Jose Sharks of the
National Hockey League.
Cohan would like to make a
decision quickly, perhaps making a

basketball
deal within the next two weeks, the
newspaper
reported,
citing
unidentified sources familiar with
the talks.
"He’s much more tied into
being a success in the NBA than to
any particular location," one
source said. "He’s going to look at
the deals and take the one that
best reflects his chances."
Cohan, president of the Sonic
Communications cable television
company, wants to move the
Warriors out of the Oakland
Coliseum Arena, with 15,000 seats
the smallest arena in the NBA.
He initially expressed interest in
playing in San Francisco, but that
city has not put together a plan to
build an arena. Both Oakland and
San Jose have put forward plans
for the Warriors.

Oakland and AJarticrla County
have proposed to offer land for a
new, $140 million arena which
Cohan would privately finance.
The team would stay where its
loyal fan base has meant sellouts
since 1979, and Cohan would gain
from arena revenue from all
events, not just basketball games.
But financing a new arena could
be an insurmountable problem.
Cohan might be able to finance
construction throup sale of personal seat licenses, guaranteeing
fans the right to buy a seat, a deal
the Raiders are using to renovate
the Oakland Coliseum.
But sources told the Mercury
News it’s not certain that the city
or county will guarantee the debt if
seat licenses generate less-thanexpected revenue. Faced with the
possibility that the Raiders’ deal
will require public help, city and
county officials may be unlikely to
guarantee the Warriors’ debt.
San Jose has already promised to

Bryant Young tears ligament
SANTA CLARA (AP) Defensive tackle Bryant Young,
the San Francisco 49ers’ leading
sacker and part of a run -stopDana
with
ping tandem
Stubblefield, will miss the next
two to six weeks with torn ligaments in his right ankle.
"Obviously, those are pretty
big shoes to fill. That’s been
quite a combination in there
with Dana Stubblefield," coach
George Seifert said Wednesday.
"’We’re
’re going to have to make
some adjustments," Stubblefield
said.
Junior Bryant and Oliver
Barnett are the top two candidates to play in place of Young,
who had three sacks this season
and helped San Francisco’s
defense to a No. 1 ranking
against the run.
"We’ll be playing people in
there based on their productivity," Seifert said.

upgrade their arena for basketball.
San Jose officials also have offered
Cohan $20 million to move the
Warriors south.
The drawback is that Cohan
would see less long-term revenue
in San Jose than Oakland. The
Sharks already control the arena
and most of its revenue, and
Cohan may have to share parking
and concession revenue with the
hockey team.
In addition, the Warriors could
lose some fans in the move, and
may face scheduling conflicts with
the Sharks.
"From what I hear, Cohan wants
to be in the arena business; he
wants to run an arena," a source
told the Mercury News. "If that’s
your primary goal, then Oakland is
the only play.
"But if the money is important
right now, then you go to San Jose,
play next year and get the money
quicker.’

Classified
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised brow not is
there any guarantee implied. The
clarified crams of the Spartan
Daly consist of paid advertising
and flutings we not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

FOR RENT
2 BDRM. APARTMENT - $750/140.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modem Building
Free Basic Cable service
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 2986893.
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
Large 2 bdrm/2 ba. Very clean.
Security type bldg. Laundry. Cable
available. Ample parking. Quiet
with good neighbors. Walk or ride
bike to school. Responsive
management. We take advance
deposits. $745-$795/month.
Call 288-91.57.

EMPLOYMENT
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Nonprof t wornen’s heath ogn. 30 hrsAOt
$9.50$10.50. Resorce Center desire
to work on proL for culturally diverse
corm. stateystde. Cutes nicude
ings, taking minutes. formatting etc.
Proficient WordPerfect 5.1, PC/MAC
Iterate. >Orli commLrkcation & writing
skills. Send resumes to EPA 1W.
Campbell Ave. Ste. 40, Campbell, CA
953106 FAX 4083747385 EOE
INTERPRETER FOR THE DEAF,
part time, experience required.
Goodwill Contact Susan Lawless,
Personnel 408.9985774.
RECEPTIONIST OPENINGS Job
shanng opportunity with a fast-paced
Quok Printer. Hops 13:00ern4:00pm
arid 12:00pm-5:00an. Will train on
lsotec phone system. Must have
Peasant. helpful telephone mariner.
Fee resume to 2770131 or call Carolyn
2770700.

DRIVING INSTRUCTORS
H.S. gad. Clean DMV. Work when you
want with our cars. Call 971.7557.
UNFURNISHED OFFICE space. 999W. San Carlos St. San Jose.
Sleeping room possibility can be
RECEPTIONIST
discussed. Information: 297-2697.
Part time afternoons (Mon.-Fri.)
Contact: Dr. Ins Bloomer
CLASSIC 1 BORM APARTMENT
n & k Technology. Santa Clara
with balcony. For Pean, quiet, sober
408-982-1151.
& financially responsible single
adult. $595/mo. 553-B So. 6th
TEACHERS
St. Tom: 292-3239 or 492-8828.
Campbell before & after school
program has AM & PM positions
SUMMER WIND
THE LARGEST 2 & 3 BEDROOM available. We are looking for a
APARTMENT HOMES IN THE AREA! team player with 12 ECE units,
experience wrth school-age children
1,000 to 1.400 sq. ft.
and knowledge of NAEYC Accred.
W/D hook ups
Excellent salary & benefits. Call
Huge Clubhouse
Laura 408-370-2143. E0E.
Resident activities
Minutes to campus
TECHNICIAN
2 Swimming pools
Part Time
Racquetball &Tennis Courts
Contact:
Dr. Ins Bloomer
Basketball Courts
n & k Technology, Santa Clara
Rents from $82500 month!
408982-0840.
408-279-2300

SHARED HOUSING

58./hr. DEU SANDWICH MAKERS
Tues.-Weds,-Thurs.-Fri. Part-time.
The Sourdough. 848 N. First St 5.1.

ROOM AND BOARD in beautiful
WEEKEND SALES MEWED!!
soronty house. Great atmosphere.
Fast growing computer company
Close to SJSU. Call 292-7715.
looking for aggressive sales x 3.
NEED FEMALE TO SHARE NICE & Tel: 408934.3808 M-F: 9:30-5:30.
quiet 2 bdrm./2 bath apt. Spa &
Mese PROGRAMMER $29K-$328
pool. New SJSU. Call 972-5797.
FIE DOE. P/T 18.75 hrs/wk. Non.
Bascom/280/Moorpark, Bdr. profit women’s health agency.
& .Ba. in 2 bdr/2ba apt. N/S. Assist network users, upgrading,
All amenities. Own phone. write programs. design database,
excellent written & communication
$535+ PGE. 297-8761.
skills. Excellent benefits TOE.
TWO ROOMS IN LARGE house for Send resume to EPA 1 W. CampAve. Ste. 40. Campbell. CA
min
bell
rent. E.S1.. $375+/mo. 10
from State Responsible. 223-7287. 95008. FAX 408374-7385.
$14.00 / HOUR
Weekends/Evenings
Sales
Canvassers and Telemarketers
253-8818.
HOT-DOG STAND for Frat/Sorority
for sale. Use for special events or
parties/fundraisers. $3,500. BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to 525.00/hr salary + tips.
Call Scott 415-969-9833.
Students nee:Jadeite immediate
see. Full.time/part-time openings.
AUTOS FOR SALE Call today 1.415-968-9933.
International Bartenders School.
VW JETTA ’88
One Owner. Sun roof, 5 speed.
Must See! 415323-4077.

FOR SALE

88 YAMAHA SCOOTER 125cc 10k
miles.Goodoond. 2 seater. Hirnt md
Only $715. car. Pang 298.8888

GREEK MESSAGES
$1000 FUNDRAISER
Fraternities. Sororities & Student
orgardaticos. You’ve seen aeat cad
Andraisers before, but you’ve never
seen the VISA fundraiser that
pays $5.00 per applicerJon. Call Dana
at 1E100932.0528 ext. 65. Qualited
callers receive a FREE camera.

INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Famiry Multi-car"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBUGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

STUDENT DENTAL PUN I
Only $57.00 per year
Save 30%- 6096
on your dental needs
For info call 1-800-655-3225

Barnett, a free agent acquisition from Buffalo, has been
among the inactive players for
two of San Francisco’s four
games. Bryant has seen spot duty
on the line in each of the games
and could make his first career
start in Sunday’s game against
the New York Giants.
Young, the 49ers’ top draft
pick out of Notre Dame last year,
was hurt in the closing minutes
of Monday night’s 27-24 loss at
Detroit. He was tackling Barry
Sanders when he felt someone
roll up over his leg.
"I heard a popping sound and
I knew it was something serious," said Young, who must wear
a walking cast and used crutches
to get around the 49ers’ locker
room. "Obviously, it’s something
you don’t really want to happen.
You’ve got to do the things to
!get better and that’s what I
intend to do."

Phone: 924-3277 II FAX: 924-3282
PEET’S
$7.00 TO $8.00 PER HOUR
5$5 DELIVERY DRIVERS $55
with scheduled increases.
COFFEE & TEA
Restaurant Food Service.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
part-time retail sales
Excellent pad-time job.
Full-time or Part-time
We are currently interviewing for
Earn $9 to $11 per hour.
ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE
part-time retail sales positions for
Flexible day and evening hours.
FULL TRANING
Require mincer +good DMV+ Ins. our new store in Camden Park
EXCELLENT BENEFITS
San Jose or Cupertino area. Call (San Jose). To apply, visit our
Credit Union / Paid Vacations
TAKEOUT TAXI 3699400 after San. store at 798-1 Blossom Hill Road
Medical/Dental Insurance
in Los Gatos. Starting rate is
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS!
TEACHER/AIDE Preschool and $6.50 an hour with medical,
Apply: Mon.- Fri. Barn 5pm,
School Age Program. Energetic dental, 401(k), discounts, bonus.
Vanguard Security Services
individuals encouraged to apply. vacation and sick time, and
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
Teacher position - ECE units promotional opportunities. We
required. All majors accepted. encourage applications from New 101 at San lariat Expressway.
Call Gardner Children’s Center. people of all races and ethnic
$1750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE
backgrounds.
998-1343.
mailing our circulars. For info
call 1-301-306-1207.
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
WOULD YOU ENJOY WORKING
with children while earning up to for egg donation. Desperate
help
Beth
need
your
$
EARN ID(TRA CASH S
couples
If
so
Temple
Asian
$20.00/hour?
up to $120/week!
Shalom is looking for you! We to conceive. Can you help?
Become a Sperm Donor.
have an immediate opening for a Ages 21-30, healthy and
Religious School teacher. Please responsible. Generous stipend Heathy males, 19-34 years old.
call 578-0693 or fax resume to and expenses paid. Please call Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
WWFC 1-510-820-9495.
374-7928.
415-324.1900, M.F. 8-5pm.
MAINTENANCE ASST. Basic ADMIN. ASST. parttime Rex hrs.
maintenance functions, painting, Downtown firm seeks sharp &
OPPORTUNITIES
plumbing, carpentry. etc. Apply at friendly individual with excellent
3rd level S.U. Director’s Office. verbal communication and typing
speed (45wpm). Must be detail FANTASTIC INCOME opportunity
For more info: 924-6310.
oriented. Computer experience distributing wild -grown, organic
GREAT PRE-MED EXPERIENCE helpful. Will train. $9.00- 512.00 to products. 12-yr-old company
Aide for 35 yr.old wheelchair user start. Fat resume to 408-9930759. is industry leader. Easy, turnkey
marketing plan can earn you
in his pleasant PA cottage. Sat. & Attn: John.
substantial income quickly.
Sun. lOpm-7am. or wkdays 7ampart-time. Lots of support!
TEACHERS/TEACHER AIDES
7pm. Some free study time.
FT/PT positions w/infants, tod- For FREE AUDIO TAPE call
$10/hr. 415-568-1225.
dlers, preschool and school age. 408264-7871(24 hour message).
BOOKKEEPER/CLERK Non-profit Great advancement and growth
women’s health agency. 30 oppty. Good benefits. Mimed. NO FEAR!!! MULTI-MILLION $
hrs/wk. LOTUS 123, WordPerfect openings. ECE + exper. preferred. environmental company seeks
5.1 skills. $1500.-$1670. month. Call Action Day Nurseries. five intense individuals for bay
area expansion. Full or part-time,
408-867-4515.
Exc. benefits. Mail or FAX resume
fullrtime training. To arrange for
to E.P.A. 1 W. Campbell Ave. Bldg
D *40, Campbell, CA 95008. Attn: DAYCARE TEACHERS. Small an interview, call Nanda Holz at
PersonneL FAX 4083747385. ME. World Schools is hiring teachers 408-358-7711.
for our school-age daycare proCRUISE SHIPS HIRING- Earn up grams. 6-12 units in ECE. Rec, SOO HOW-TO-BOOKS, REPORTS
to $2.000+/month. World travel. Psych, Soc. or Ed req. Experience & Guides, you can reprint & sell.
Seasonal & full-time positions. No preferred. Most positions are Complete text of all 600 on
exp necessary. For info. call 2 - 5:30 or 2:30 - 6. M.F. Short Windows CD ROM. Just $99.
morning shifts are also available. 1-800-241-9229 Visa/MC/AmExp.
1-206634-0468 ext. C60411.
Call 379-3200 ext. 21.
DELTA GAMMA DISHWASHER
SCHOLARSHIPS
Mon. 5pm-10 pm. $6.50/hr plus SKI RESORTS HIRING - Ski
meat, Cal 292-7303N name & no. Resorts are now hiring for many
positions this winter. Up to SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE for
PART-TIME RECEPTIONIST $2.000+ in salary & benefits. college & grad students. Grades.
Downtown Si Law Firm has imme- Call Vertical Employment Group: SAT scores & age rot *hays a factor.
Recorded message gives details
diate opening for P-T receptionist (206) 634-0469 ext. V60411.
40862940%. Arrancernent #176
Barn-12noon, M-F. Must speak
SERVICE,
MESSENGER
ccmputer,
BICYCLE
Need
sane
sane Spenish.
GUARANTEED
phone & clerical experience. Good part-time, am/pm shifts. Serving
SCHOLARSHIPS& GRANTS
interpersonal and organizational Downtown SanJose Amy in person.
Ultimate Financial Opportunity
skills. Please apply in person at 22 West Saint John, San Jose.
for College Students.
96 N. 3rd St. 500. between
Everyone Qualifies.
FAST RJNDRAISER 9am-4pm M.F.
Don’t wait! Call now!
Raise $500 in 5 days Greeks,
UFO NETWORK
WANTED FEMALE(S) Tutce/Ddser groups, clbs. marvated
510-651-3773
$8 per hr. 5 afternoons per wk. Fast, easy -No financial obligation.
Must have own car & insurance. 1-800-862-1982 ext. 33.
FREE MONEY For Your Educaliont
DMV print out required. Call
CHINESE&JIIPANESE egg donors Apply for your share in millions of
259-2781 for interview.
Childless Chinese and Japanese unclaimed private sector aid. Call
SUBSTTTUTES-FtEXIBLE HOURS. couples need help of caring Scholarship Resource Services.
Small World Schools is hiring Chinese & Japanese women to 408-261.8676.
substitute teachers for our 14 start family. $2,500. + costs paid
preschool & school-age daycare upon retrieval at an In Vitro FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
programs. 6-12 units in E. Rec. Fertilization clinic. If you’re Chinese Billion in private sector grants &
Psych, Soc. or Ed required. Exp. Or Japanese. 21-29. healthy, non- scholarships is now available. All
preferred. This is a great position smoker, average height, average students are eligible regardless
for students. We can work around weight, in college or career, and arcades, name. or paert’s name.
your school schedule even if preferably have been pregnant Let us help. Call Student Financial
you are only available 1 or 2 before. call Jackie Gorton, Services: 1-800-263-6495 ext.
afternoons. Cal 379-3200 ext 21. attorney, 415-485-1969 to apply. F60411.

Certain advertisements In
these C0111111111 may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
additional Information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or sertices.
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate all firms
offering ernploymeM listings
orcoupons for discount
vacations or merc hand I se.

TUTORING
SKILLED TUTORING SERVICES will
provide the foundation to sail
through your accounting courses
effortlessly. Come away with a
thorough grasp of axese material.
One hour appointments at $22.50.
Call 374-5150,

SPORTS/THRILLS
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandem, Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634-7575.

FREE AUGNhIENT CHECK
and BRAKE INSPECTION!
Student Discounts.
Blg-O.TIres
2336 OCamino Real. Santa Clara
Mon.- Fri: 8 to 5:30, Sat: 9 tp 4
261-4430.
WRMNG HELP. Fast professional
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
Letters, reports, essays. state
merits articles, etc. For more
info please call Dave Bolick.
510401-9554. Emergencies 0.K
VISA/MASTERCARD. FAX.
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Samples & references available.
Chinese & other langs. spoken.
Foreigners welcome! Call today
for free phone consultation:
(415) 5250505...ask fOr

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
sn paws !.eses
Science it.
our specialty. Laser printing. Free
HAYWARDFREMONTUPION at? spell check and storage. APA.
Turabian and other formats.
Wordprocessing & typing;
Academic /Bus. work accepted!! Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available.
ReportsThesesMLA/Turabian
EXPERT In APA format (40 Ed) Masterson’s Word Processing.
WP 5.1/6.0- Laser Printer -FAX Cal Paul crVirgi- a 408.251-0449
7 days a week 7:00am-9:00 pm.
SUZANNE SCOTT
KALM&BEALITY
510441-0504 or 5104899794.

WORD PROCESSING

MEN & WOMEN BARE IT ALLI
PERMANENT HAIR REMOYAL
Stop shaving. waxing, tweezing or
using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back Chest Lip Bikini Chin’
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First albt.
1/2 price if made before June 1,
FASTEST TYPIST IN SAN JOSEI 1995. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
Accuracy is my specialty. Fast tum 621 E. Campbell Ave. *17.
around. Resumes, student papers, Campbell . 1406 379-3500.
correspondence. Worked with SJSU
students for 15 years. Located 10
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
minutes from campus. Reasonable
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
rates. Satisfaction Guaranteed!!!
Your own probe Or disposable.
Ajobysell ane always. Call Jane at
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
Perfect Paper. (408) 937-0373.
247-7486.
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, term papers, group
SO% DISCOUNT
Permanent Cosmetics by Tnsh.
projects, resumes, letters,
Enhance your natural beauty!
minimicro cassette transcription,
Eye Uner - Lips - Eyebrows.
etc. All formats. Experienced.
Expires June 1st, 1995.
dependable, quick return.
408379.3500
Almaden/Branham area.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
Call Linda 408-264-4504.
Please leave message.
621 E. Campbell Ave. *17.
Campbell, CA 95008.
TEN YEARS EXPERIENCE
& only ten minutes from campus
ICupertino/WeSt Sari Jose area).
Term Papers, Thesis, Resumes,
Tape Transcription. etc.
APA. Turabian and MLA
Days and evenings, seven days.
Suzanne 996-1686.

SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing gutter or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning.
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock,
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk
Call Bill at 4082986124

-Y RATES CALL 408-924-3277
NATIONAL /.,
DAILY CL4SSIFIED - LOCAL RATES FOR ..AT1ONAL,Am

SEMESTER RATES
ANNOUNCEMENTS
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ACROSS
1 Goalie’s teat
5 Fair and sunny
1140 B--irdratscerrop
15 Split
16 Young horse
1176
Glory
20 Baseballer
el
21 -model
22 Major turning
point (in a play)
24 Exact
26 House part
27 ’-Jude’
(Ba mediumtlessong)
28 Plante
32 Takelett oup or
out
35 Mongols tent
Region
3367 Withered
38 Fishhooks
39 Pullovers
4401 mEcieurealyl
42 Movies
43 Frolics
45 - Grande
4467 l’omIdall
G
medalists
51 Arizona
tribesman
Helper
garland
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56 - tea
57 Travel bug’
60 Alberta tribe
61 Church official
62 Gartield’s
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ed way
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DOWN
1 Resell tickets at
an exorbitant
profit
2 Shady area
3 Hold dear
4 Female sheep
5 Picky
6 Dipper
7 Writer Meisel
8 Wide at
9 Bntish soldiers.
once
10 Positive
assertion
11 Garden soil
12 "I Remember
13
18
23
25

Writer Haley
Pnckly plant
Parking Pep rally
person
26 Horse race
25 Knits
29 tcher

30
31
32
33
34
35
38
42
44
45
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
58
59

Hershiser
Appear
Back talk
Serpents
Onions retain e
Low card
Pulls hard
Mortgage
holder
Purer (metal wise)
Ooh and Passengers
Enlarge
Escape
Varnish
ingredient
Located
Small cut
Farm unit
Swerve
"The King --"
Neighbor of
Ga
Firs gear
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The Best Way To Save Money
On Stuff (Other Than Borrowing
Your Roommate’s). Roommates tend to get a little
weird when you borrow their stuff. (They’re funny like that.) Better to get
yourself a MasterCard’ card. Then you could use it to
5412 345b 1890
DODD
It‘,3 2 / 96
SANDY GLASER

buy the things you really want. And with these

College MasterValues’ coupons, you’ll save up to 40%. And until you get your
own place, it’s the smartest thing you can do. Roommates are weird enough
as it is. MasterCard. It’s more than a credit card. It’s smart money.

JCPenney
Center

TWEEDS

50% OFF ANY
EYEGLASS FRAME

SAVE $111 (.)N
WOMEN’S APPAREL

A RTcARVED
College Jeweog

Save 5(% on absolutely every eyeglass name plus...bonus
discount of $21) on our best lenses. Sale includes any eyeglass
frame in stock when you purchase a complete pair of eyeglasses
and use your MasterCard’ Card. Lens discount applies to
our best lenses. See optician tbr details. Coupon required.
offer And
tahd h I irS to 12 31 95
Offer
oral% nu port h.., "wig MastrIt’ard’ ’aral
Surrender a amp. 41 rime 01 pun haw ( loop. h. no ads
he .onsbined 11,1111.111V toupon. dist ound
VALI, AIM It.
Value fidshr pat luicc or 1,1,1011 ...re Ow
I man one coupon per pun hate Sec .apna ith tor details
Vord w here prialnhored

SAVE UP TO $141)

Simplicity, comfort and style... that’s Tweeds.
Save on all Tweeds clothing and accessories. Call
1-14)5 )_999.7997 and receive a FREE catalog with our latest
styles. Place your order and save $11) on any purchase of $50 or
more when you use your MasterCard’ Card and Mt:1MM the
COLLEGE MasterValues" offer #C3WA.

Your college ring, from AnCarved. is a keepsake you’ll
always treasure. Save $35 on 10K gold, $70 on I4K gold
or $140 on 18K gold. Call 1-800-952-7i 111.2 for more details.
Mention offer #9501.

n IS 95 /4, 12 31 /Pi Offer valid olds on pun Kw.
flung .1 Masten Ard ard and when the ( Olaf it
MtherV.11114... offer AtC31.5 A,, thennoned Offer sand where
prohihned. taxed. or restricted Coupon may nor he a ornhonfal
with an wher tampon or &storms Slurping and handling Jte
mora hum me discount per pun hase

(lifer nabd ft IS 95 to 12 ’SI Os/
Offer valid malt am mach., 11,11114 Masten ard’ t ".ard and when
offer Wriril inennonm1 I amp,n nus no, he conahmml oath
an% wher a a furarr or .1..9ml Shipping awl Unsling... are extra
Lung /ele drwl ----- per pun hew
apph Vold where prohrhited
Some reont

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL.

LOT

4=13330.

49% OFF A SPECIAL
12-WEEK SUBSCRIPTION

Save $3 Off A CI)
Here’s music to your ears... save $3 on one regularly priced
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subscription to the nation’s leading business publication.
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and please refer to source key 75NY.

Video values just for you! Enjoy a full selection of top-quality
videos at discount prices. All videos are priced at $9.95 or less
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WordExpress makes it easy to create great looking reports,
term papers, essays and more. Top of the line feature set, fast
and easy to use. Includes professionally designed Resume
Templates. Only $29.95 when you use your MasterCard’
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JOIN AND SAVE $45
Join for only $15. instead of the regular S(01 annual
membership. Then enjoy FREE lift tickets and
savings up to 50’.’4, on lift tickets, resort lodging and dining.
etc.. at top resorts East and West. A great gift for skiers/
mowboarden. Call I -800-140)1-25K! (2754) to join or for
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Hold on to the goad nines and your money, too.
Take 50% off the regular price of processing and printing on
the first set of prints at MotoPhoto, when you use your
MasterCard’ Card. Call 148Ni-7334MM for the location
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Shopping is easy at Amenca’s premier specialty retailer of girt,
fitness, recreational, travel, apparel and more. Save 15% on a
purchase of $75 or more when you shop at any of our
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24 hours a day, 7 days a week, to find the store nearest you
or for a FREE catalog.
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Stories from the Spartan X-

files

Is anyone
out there?
Text by Tina Cesar
Tina, last week I was
cramming for a midterm
about five minutes before I
was scheduled to take it.
After uttering a few words
about flunking it, the guy
behind me asked, "Why
haven’t you studied?"
When I told him I didn’t
have time to study because I
had spent more than seven
hours a day editing SJSU’s
weekly publication Etc., he
looked puzzled.
"What’s that?" he asked.
Tina, it never occurred
to me that many students
probably don’t read Etc.,
much less know what Etc. is.
Well, Linda. I asked
some of my friends and
classmates what they
thought about Etc. this
semester. Most of them have
never even read it. In fact,
my closest friend didn’t even
know what Etc. was. "I’m
going to be at the paper late
tonight to edit stories for
Etc.," I told my friend.
"What’s that?" she
asked.
Hello? It’s the publicaitim I slave away at almost
cvt ry day (and even some
nights). I spend more time
with it then I do at home
with my family or at my
Aber job.
Speaking of my family,
my dad may know what Etc.
is, hut it takes him almost a
week after the publication
comes out before he reads
it.
"Dad, guess what today
is? It’s Thursday and I
brought you a copy of Etc.
hot off the press."
"Pio it aside and I’ll get
to it 1.11,
111V dad said.

Yeah, right.
Four to five days later,
he cluxs get around to reading it, although he usually
only reads this column and
any music reviews I may have
written. The rest of my family is usually a little quicker to
read it.
But still, I have to wonder who our audience is.
How many people read Etc.?
Or at least read one article
inside of it? Do they like the
feature stories? Do they
agree with the critics’ opinions on the music and movie
reviews? What do they think
of our column each week?
Do they even understand
the column is written by
both of us; that it is a conversation?
Is anyone reading this?
Would you let us know if
you’re out there? Answer
these questions and drop
them off at DBH Rm. 209.
Or call the Spartan Daily
office at 929-3280. If you
know Linda and I. and you
see us on campus, let us
know your opinion. We want
to know what you think.
Herr are a few questions to
set if you’ve been paying attention to Etr. this inntiter.
How many issues of Etc.
have been published this
semester?

Cover Design
Manipulation By:
Christian del Rosario
Vina Las Vegas
preparing for a
show at
Hamburger
Mary’s.
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What mistakes did we apologlee for in the second issue?

Life After SJSU:

page 3
page 4
page 5

King Rat li

Cover Story:

pages 6-8

Drag Queen Scene
in San Jose

Take One:

page 9

Slimegirls

In Your Ear:

page 9

President’s of the U.S.

Downtown Buzz:

page 10

HT( %sing

How many staff writers do
we have?

Calendar
Tall Tales

page 11
page 12

Take One:

page 12

A Month in the 1tkc
PONNIMexamomiml~

etc. co-editors
What is the name of this col umn?

How many editors does Etc.
have?

Who is the regular hack
page columnist?

"Drop these off to DIM
Rm. 209 to Tina or Linda.

Etc.

Editor’s Correction
Due to an editorial error,
last week’s cover story,
"Immigrants carving
cultural niches In San
Jose," did not include a
photo byline.
The photos were taken
by Michael Andrews.
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In Your Ear:
Getaidine Fibbers
Feature Story:
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Rock Climbing

What was last week’s cover
story?

(.over Photo By:
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CHINESE CUISINE - FOOD TO GO

The Geraldine Fibbers performed before an audience smaller
than expected at the Cactus Club on Sept. 17.

Alternative music, no fib

Text by Tina Casalino

o what if the Geraldine
Fibbers didn’t receive a big
S San Jose welcome when
they performed at the Cactus
Club a little over a week ago.
They’ll make it big anyway.
The Fibbers feature Carla
Bozulich, former vocalist of
Ethyl Meatplim. 11(1W
singer/guitarist:I tin
Tinton, double bass; Daniel
Ke(nan. lead guitai ficyin
flizgclald, drums; and lessy
.7 eenc. s ilin and sit 1.1
Th( «imbination 1 hese
musicians result in true alternative music. It’s rock music in
(me sense. But it’s the not-sosubtle influences of blues,
country, and punk rock that
makes the Fibbers’ music stand
alone from other bands trying
to make it in today’s music
industry.
"We have a lot of influences," said Keenan, who was
on the phone from Los
Angeles where the band originated. "As a band, we inspire
each other. We appreciate
each other’s style of music.
We’re 1110 a c(anmercial-friendIv band."
:(aninercial-friendly or
not. the Fibbers managed to
perform on the second stage
of Lollapalimia this summer.
"It was a really great tour. We
got to play with a lot of Iwople," Keenan said.
At first, the band used the
Fibbers as a "project," something they did in their spare
time. Only after Bozulich left
Ethyl Meatplow did the
Fibbers become serious about
their work. But they still wanted to maintain the ingredient
that brought them ugether in
the first pla( e "We got together for ton.- Keenan said.
And their name? The
name was inspired by
Kozulich’s imaginary childhood friend, Geraldine. "We
wanted to come up with something that wasn’t one syllable,"
Keenan said. The band wanted
people not to be able to
understand their name, he
said.
The Fibbers began playing
d Los Angeles and proar

OPEN DAILY
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131 E. Jackson Street
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ple started to take notice. "It
happened very quickly."
Keenan said of the band’s success. They released their debut
album,"L(ist Somewhere
Between The Earth And My
flume," on July IS.
"Dragon Lady" is the first
single it, lx- released on the
album. Based on the lyrics and
Bozulich’s raspy voice, this
song is a winner.
"I’m stopping everything,
making fun of myself/ drinking lipstick, tipping bookshelves, ripping up words that
I thought were important
maybe that will blow the wind(iw ( yen," Bozulich sings.
Hilt by the song’s end, her
set eanis and the incessant
pounding of drums are so
loud. the volume on the stereo
should be turned down a
it, itch. If you heard the song
hirmed live, you wouldn’t
think about the volume
though, you would be listening
to how amazing the K4nig
sounded.
"Lilly belle" begins the
album with a song intr(xluced
by hauntingly beautiful sounds
of violin and bass. Gradually’,
the song picks up rhythm,
speed and volume, adding flavor to the song.
At the Cactus, this mini.;
captivated the attention of
even the club employees.
Greene looked so peaceful on
stage with her violin, if the
show hadn’t been so great,
fans may have fallen asleep.
The Fibbers were meant to
play for a live audience.
Performing live adds to the
essence of their music. Duritim
the dim its of some of the
songs, kit match, in het red velvet dress, black garters, and
black boots, walked around in
strange circles, while Greene
seemed absorbed with her violin.
And when she wasn’t playing the violin, she swayed to
the heat of the music. Even
though the Fibbers didn’t fare
so well at the Cactus, 450 people showed up to see them at
The Bottom of the Hill in San
Francisco.

Mandarin Sr Szechuan Cuisine
Box Lunches lb Go
Lunch and Dinner
Catering Available

The Fibbers’ new album
stretches the musical flexibilin
of B. will’,Its %/ace and the
imaginam ii of the other fOur
musicians who created the
wondrous and amazing songs.
And that’s no fib.
Etc.
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Climbing 1)
1

Eddie Zacapa
Text by
Photos by Carlos Gonzalez
mark O’keefe climbs up a
modified concrete wall,
as lights 35 feet above
him shine down. He grasps
fin- the next hold and finds
himself hanging onto a small
ledge on Arrow Rock. He
pauses, takes a deep breath
and makes his next move, propelting himself II nvard the top
of the wall.
"You just /ero in on the
moment," ()kear said, "figuring out the next move
it’s the only thing you call
focus on, it filters out everything else."
O’keefe, a graduate student at San Jose State
University, who usually rock
climbs at Planet Granite
Indoor Climbing in Santa
Clara said, "It’s delayed satisfaction. It’s hard, it’s painful,
and the satisfaction comes in
the end. .. when you figure
out or solve a problem. It’s
much more gratifying than
anything else I’ve done.*
Rock climbing seems to be
a growing trend among college students. Many students
’climb during their freetime,
said manager of Granite
Planet, Mickey Lloyd. One
fourth to one third of Planet
Granites’ clientele are college
students he said.
"It’s definitely a popular
sport with college-age people," said Wendy Alexander, a
Stanford University student.
"I’m pretty new to this gym
(Planet Granite), but it’s great
to have one down here."
When O’keefe is not solving problems at Planet
Granite, he’s tnidging outdoors through rocks, trying to
keep himself from falling. The
5-foot-9-inch, 147 pound
climber stresses on using his
time wisely, not wasting a
minute and focusing on the
task at hand.
"Time is a factor," he said,
"because the longer you
spend trying to figure something out, the more fatigued
you get the more fatigued
you get, the more nervous you
get alxmt falling and the
more nervous you get about
falling, the more likely you’re
going to fall."
O’keefe, who started
climbing just a few months
ago, said he is one of many
students around the Bay Area
who enjoys the sport of rock
climbing. He also participates
in mountain climbing and
recently went on a three-week
trip this summer to the
Sierras.
O’keefe believes that
indoor climbing eventually

4

Aff climbers at Planet Granite are required to use the proper
safety equipment.

Roy Vella of Menlo Park, secures the rope while his friend
Wendy Alexander attempts to climb one of the many manmade walls at Planet Granite in Santa Clara.
facilitates moving to mountaineering. "You definitely get
more climbing time in the
gym," he said. "But, it’s more
fun outside. The whole
process is more fun, being
outdoors, getting to the crag
(rock), and putting it all
together outside is really what
you’re striving for."
An employee at Planet
Granite who has been rock
climbing for five years who
calls himself Siva said, " In a
lot of other sports, you will
end up having a coach hounding you all the time, and with
climbing it’s really your inner
fbcus that is important. You
have to focus on what you feel
you do best in a body position, and what move is actually going to activate you to a
positive position."
Planet Granite, the only
incltior rock climbing gym in
the Bay Area, has many different climbs for beginners to
advanced climbers, with rock
climbs such as; Warrior Rock,
Sun Rock, Fish Rock and

Etc. September 28 - October 4 1995

Arrow Rock.
-The walls in here are pretty intense," said Roy Vella, a
Stanford University law and
business student. "It’s the closest thing to real rock than any
other gym that I’ve seen."
Vella, out of breath after
trying to reach the top of
Arrow Rock, said a climber
can make climbing as easy or
difficult as he/she wants
because there are so many levels.
"I like the cracks and
chimneys," Vella said. Cracks
are small spaces on the walls
where a climber can stick his
hand for support, and chimneys are where a climber can
put his back against a wall for
support while climbing another rock; both make climbing
tougher and more realistic.
It can become so realistic
at times, that Raj Maniar, a
freshman at Santa Clara
University, scraped his right
knee as he slipped on a sharp
turn.
"It’s worse than it looks,"

he said. 1 try to be really careful with my legs, but people
who aren’t really careful with
their feet scrape up their
knees a lot."
Maniar likes the thought
of Planet Granite being only
two miles away from his university, and finds himself taking a study break there during
the week. "It makes it easier to
study," he said. "I mean there
is only so much calculus one
person can take."
Richard Lake, who creates
routes for Planet Granite and
has been climbing for 20
years, said every type of rock
(limestone, granite, sandstone) is different to climb.
Having learned to climb on
all of those different mediums, Lake can create routes
for indoor climbing. He also
said the slope of a route determines a good to climb, including how moves transform
into other moves.
"There are so many ways to
cheat gravity," he said. "You
want each move to create the
next move."
At Planet Granite, safety is
a must. Every customer is
instructed on how to climb
before participating. After
being given a belt, which is
tied to a sturdy rope, the
instructor or partner checks

to see that a Nitre eight knot
and fisherman s tie-off is complete on the rope.
The climber then says "on
belay" (chain complete) and
the other person says "belay
on" (I’m ready to save you).
SJSU student John Crus,
25, an environmental studies
major, said, "Climbing has
gone nuts." He said it is scary
how people are setting up
devices.
"Beginners should take
lessons and should be taught
well," Crus said. "Don’t get
over your head until you’re
ready to do so."
Crus, who prefers moon
tam n climbing to indoor dim’
ing, also believes ftir stone
people, climbing is just a was
of life and nut difficult at all.
"You don’t !lave to be a super
hero to do it." he said.
Crus climbed Mt. Dana last
winter. He likes being able to
ski down mountains like Mt.
Dana, once he reaches the
top. He has skied off 27 of
the 37 peaks that he has
climbed.
"When you climb, you feel
your best," he said. "I feel lik
I’m in my element; like I’m
somewhere where I should
be."

Etc

Mark O’Keefe, a grad student at SOU, climbs one of steepest
walls at Planet Granite.

LIPLUSO
CINEBARn,L
A drinking person’s bar!
Where Fraternities
& Sororities meet!
No drugs or fighting!
CINEBAR
69 E San Fernando
(corner of 2nd)

King Kalil Nasarian, a disc jockey at radio station 98.5 KOME, raised
$30,000 for his church by cuffing off his long hair.

Moving up oll the dial
Text by Sarah Harvey
lvis fans have been known
Eto hid thousands of dollars for a piece of the
singer’s hair, but the right
to cut the locks oft of one former SJSU "king" fetched a
price any Sotheby auctioneer
%Timid envy.
"Well the bidding started at
$500," said former KSJS disc
jockey "King RAE" Nalvarian.
"And by the time it was over,
the price was up to $30,000."
Nalvarian, promotions coordinator and part-time DJ for
radio station 98.5 KOME in
San Jose, lost his ponytail that
day about four years ago. But
the church to which he and
his family belong, St. Andrews
Armenian Church in
Cupertino, gained a new
kitchen.
"My ponytail hangs in the
kitchen in a glass case," he
said.
Though the idea of putting
one’s own hair on the auction
block flit the sake of a local
church might seem a little
drastic to some people.
Nalvarian shrugs it off.
"Hey, it worked," he said.
"TThey got a new kitchen, and I
got a haircut."
KSJS general manager Pol
vimRhee said Nalvarian has
not changed much. "He was
always willing to go that extra
step to make something
work," van Rhee said.
Nalvarian was "going the
extra step" when he bean his
career in radio at SJSU s KSJS
radio station in 1985.
"I was managing a band
called ’Epic Rumors’ and we
had released our first single,"
Nalvarian said, "but we
couldn’t get anyone to play it.
So I figured I’d join the radio
and play (the song) myself."
Once on the air, the public

Photos by Jay L. Clendenin
relations major said not only
did he learn a lot about how
the radio industry works, but
he also realized being behind
the microphone is where he’d
always wanted to be.
came full circle,"
Nalvarian said. "When I was little, I used to imitate (Bay Area
DJ) Dr. Don Rose. He was my
idol. Then I got into music
and managing bands in college.
"But when I got on the air
, he said shaking his head.
"Being on the radio is electric."
"He was the absolute best
DJ on the air when I got here
in 1988," said Mike Adams,
KSJS faculty adviser. "I’m glad
to see he’s still in radio."
Nalvarian said he worked at
KSJS from 1985, when he
transferred from De Anza
College, until 1989, when he
left SJSU to work at an alternative rock radio station in
Monterey. Though the move
was the first step to a professional career in radio, the Bay
Area native said his first love
will always be college radio.
"College radio is the best,"
Nalvarian said. "It has got to
be the only place in the world
where you can play Nine Inch
Nails back to back with, I
don’t know, Frank Sinatra, and
it is totally accepted. In fact,
it’s almost encouraged. I
learned a lot about style and
the power of the radio at
school."
Nalvarian said he also
learned to respect the power
of the radio.
"1 used to get in trouble
once in a while," he said. "I’d
push the envelope. (College)
radio is the place to do that.
But I never got into anything
serious. I never set out to

offend anyone. I still don’t set
out to offend people. I just act
It ii myself and talk abritit
things I feel need to be talked
about. If that offends people,
then at least there’s some di,
( ’vision going on."
"I le did a lot of inn( wativc
things," Adams said.
"Ile’s a little nuts," vanRlici
said. "But he was always veil
easy to coach, very easy to
teach. He was one of those pis
that you heard and just knew
he had the talent."
At KSJS, Nalvarian was
responsible for the station’s
first food drive, and participated in two 24-hour radio
marathons; no small feat for
someone who does not drink
coffee.
Nalvarian said he would
love to return to KSJS and
launch a sports talk show.
In the club scene, Nalvarian
was responsible for "Disco
Inferno", a dance night that
brought the clothes and tunes
from the ’70s to local dance
clubs.
In addition to his work at
KOME, Nalvarian occasionally
deejays at F/X, a downtown
San Jose club, and owns and
operates his own mobile disc
jockey company called "Musk
a la Carte".
His schedule may sound
hectic and Nalvarian said it
does tire him out sometimes,
but he also said he wouldn’t
trade his career for anything.
"People always used to tell
me there’s no money in this
business. But, man, it’s not
about the money. It’s about
your dreams and about being
happy," Nalvarian said.
"There’s not a day that I dread
what I’ve done with my life.
It’s almost scary how much
fun I have."
Etc.

Affordable Custom T-ShIrtsl
25 T’s $7.09
50 T’s $5.64
100 T’s $4.72

Century Graphics

Hassle Free Service:
No extra screen charges
No set up charges
One hour free art work charge
Fast turn-around (usually 4-5 days)
"Shirts printed on Hanes Beefy-T’s
I ocated at:
.2102 Ca lie del Mundo, Santa Clara
988-3351 Fax 988-0758
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male divas take the stage in San Jose

N’ina Las Vegas practices a pucker while Alina Malletti applies make-up before a show at Hamburger Mary’s.
Photos by Jay L. Clendenin

Text by Kei Koyama

Audience members tip their favorite performers while they’re on stage at
Hamburger Mary’s.

6

Etc.
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s hair spray permeated the air
in the room, the excitement
began to build. "Oh, my hair,"
someone shrieked.
The women packed inside of
Hamburger Mary’s dressing room
resembled five girls getting ready for
night. They were dressed in
elegant formal wear, asking for
make-up advice and ripping Op each
other’s gowns. The difference? The
women in this dressing room were
men.
With films like ’To Wong F(s),
Thanks For Everything, Julie
Newmar," ’The Adventures of
Priscilla, Queen of the Desert," and
"Paris is Burning," the world of drag
queens seems to be bursting into
mainstream America.
But residents of San Jose don’t
have to go to the movies to see a
drag queen. Every Monday and
Thursday, anyone can attend a drag

queen show at Hamburger Mary’s in
downtown San Jose.
The master of ceremonies, Lucy
Manhattan, said she considers herself a drag queen, or female impersonator. (All of the drag queens in
this story, though men, prefer to be
identified as women.)
"I refer to myself as a glamour
goddess," Manhattan said. "I don’t
think of it as cross-dressing, it’s costume. It’s all about performing
that’s the difference between drag
queens and transvestites. Most transvestites do it for some sexual thrill.
We do it for show business."
Angel Micheals agreed that most
of the men at Hamburger Mary’s are
merely performers.
"A drag queen is someone who
.just does drag, just gets dressed and
does a show," Michaels said. "An
entertainer is someone who can
transform herself. Like tonight, I’ll

op

COVER
be doing Tina Turner; I got the
hair and the dress, the dance
and everything."
One performer, who riot-trays a character known as
Alina Marin, doesn’t like the
term "drag queen."
"I consider us to be illusionists," she said. "We are the
illusion of a woman. When ui
leave here, we’re back to wh
we are. We never lose who we
are. We just put on a face for a
while."
Mina Malletti exists for
four hours a week. After the
night ends or after the bar closes, Malletti is put back into the
bag where she said she
belongs.
"I was born a man, will be a
man, and will die a man," she
said. "I just look pretty good iii
a dress."
A transvestite, or cross-dres.ser, is a perssin wit( adopts the
dress of the opposilt sex, said
Jose Abren, an assistant profes
’logy
sor in S1SU’s
department.
lust because a person likes
to cross-dress doesn’t mean it’s
a psychological disorder,"
Abreu said. "People believe
that transvestites are gay, but
that’s not always the case.
Actually, many that I’ve come
across claim to be heterosexuals.... Many people make
wrong assumptions."
A transsexual, however, is a
person with a psychological
urge to belong to the opposite
sex. Some may ITIOCI4 their sex
organs with surgery or mimic
the opposite sex, Abreast said.
Not all cross-dressers are
ii
estites. he added. A trallS

"I %%as horn a man.
will lw a num.
and will die a man
... I just look pre n
good in a d-ress."
%lima NIalleni.
drag (1111411
vestite derives sexual and um( 4tional satisfaction from crossdressing. Costs-dressers, hs
er, dress to entertain. In that
case, cross-dressing is just a job.
Tins Kuster, who purchased
Hamburger Mary’s last June,
has been involved in the entertainment business for 18 years
and believes the drag shows are
important for San Jose.
"Drag is a big part of the
entertainment (industry), so to
have it here is just a natural
extension of what we do,"

Alina Malkin works on the transformation from man to glamour queen before performing at Hamburger Mary’s.
Ki ’,ter said. "And it gives peopis a place to do it and at the
same time it entertains the
gi tests that we have."
’Hie South Bay is becoming
a popular area for many drag
queens because it has more
class than San Francisco, said
drag queen Monique Rose.
"Over there (in San
Francisco), there’s a lot of
transvestites and drugs," Rose
said. "It’s totally disgusting over
there."
Manhattan believes the
scene in San Jose is different
trom San Francisco’s.
In San Francisco you’ll see a
lot more camp drag than you’ll
see here. Ciunp drag is like
what you saw ill Priscilla
("Adventures of Priscilla,
Queen of the Desert"), where
the eyebrows are two inches
(wide) and a Italian inch
Ish us lair brow line, and
they’re doing funky costumes
and things.- Manhattan said
"Most ,d the girls win, do my.
.1H ,y%
II I hulk as .iiiil antic its
us Ii di !millit is to
iiit
11.155 1.15 .1 real Noinani.Meat Is
\ ,11 In nigh
us ii in Sall II Ill% lilt’
Mill l.a ks the hccdoin and
at ((Tunic linind in San
continued on page 8

Angel Michaels adjusts tier bra heI ire putting on the final touches of her costume.
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Vina Las Vegas curls her hair in preparation for a show. Preparations for a show can take anywhere from 45 minutes to 2 hours.
continued from page 7
Francisco.
in San Francisco you can actually
go into the street without people giving
you a hard time," Michaels said. "You
can be walking around in drag at 2 in
the afternoon and people won’t bother
you. Here it’s, ‘Do it at your own risk.’"
Despite some people’s qualms
regarding drag queens, the contests
bring in a diverse and large crowd.
including gay and straight couples.
"One of the things I like about
Hamburger Mary’s is the diversity,"
Manhattan said. "We’ve had performers
in wheelchairs; we have people that
have signed for the hearing-impaired;
we have straight women doing lip-sync,
YOU know, everything."
While performing takes up two
evenings a week, most of the show’s performers work and live as men during
the rest of the week.
"We (Hamburger Mary’s) have everything, Manhattan said. We have a
human resource manager from a major
firm; a senior flight attendant; we have
a couple of waiters, one of the performers that pops in every once in a while is
a manager at jack in the Box. one is a

8

security guard for K-Mart, an undercover person," Manhattan said.
Most of the performers try not to
keep their habit of dressing in women’s
clothing a secret, but dressing in drag
isn’t all glamour. Some performers must
keep their dressing habits a secret from
family members or employers who
don’t understand it.
One performer, Vina Us Vegas,
worked in a dental office for more than
10 years. Performing didn’t interfere
with her job until she became Miss Gay
South Bay San Jose ’93-’94. After being
exposed in the news, Lis Vegas was
fired.
"I believe in karma, you know, what
comes around goes around," Las Vegas
said.
Since then, she has worked for
employers who have been more understanding.
1 worked at a hair salon for a while,
that was fun. I did some modeling for
them," she said. ’They used me to promote the salon and get the gay community into the salon."
Today, Las Vegas works at
Hamburger Mary’s as a waitress.

Etc. September 28 - October 4 1995

Like most women, Las Vegas and the
other "women" who frequent
Hamburger Mary’s look for fashionable
clothes at good prices.
"I’ve purchased gowns from Lily
Ruben in Valley Fair, Cache, Macys,
Hero Group Outlet, thrift stores, everywhere," I..as Vegas said. "I shop anywhere 1 find something pretty and
sparkly. Most importantly (I buy it) if it
fits properly."
Las Vegas won’t stop at the sales
floor, she goes right into the women’s
dressing room.
"My philosophy is I’m going shopping," 1..as Vegas said. "When I’m going
shopping, they better get a dressing
room ready for me because I’m going
to spend money."
Manhattan said she sews a lot of her
clothes, but shops at Payless Shoe
Source for her shoes because it is one
of the few stores that carries a woman’s
size 12.
Manhattan has been "dragging" for
20 years. She has hosted shows at
Hamburger Mary’s for seven years, a
place she considers her home. She performs a song from "Les Miserables" and

flaunts her red locks and wonderffil
fashion sense before introducing the
rest of the contestants in the show.
... Now for tonight’s performance.
As the lights dim, the disco ball spins
and the music fills the room, a beautiful
blonde saunters onto the stage. She is
cloaked in a white, beaded, floor-length
gown. Suddenly the spotlight is on her
and she begins to sing a tune from the
big-band era, almost reminiscent of
another blonde from the past, Marilyn
Monroe. Who is she? She is Vina Las
Vegas, diva exn-aordinaire.
As she dazzles the crowd, spectators
begin to hand her dollars upon dollars
to pay homage to her beautiful voice.
But the ultimate compliment comes
when the crowd adorns the stage with
their shoes, indicating that they are at
their feet for her.

Etc.

Drag queen competitions are held
every Monday, and Thursday
at Hamburger Mary s
170W. St. John St.
San Jose
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Showgirls:
All skirl -110 talent
Text by Chris Morris
Filmmaker Paul Verhoeven
and screenwriter Joe
Eszterhas, have teamed up
again for another erotic
thriller: "Showgirls." The
dynamic duo who created
"Basic Instinct" is once again
stirring up controversy with the
film’s NC-17 rating and its
steamy story surrounding erotic lap dancers.
The film’s exploration of
the glitzy nightclubs and erotic
lap dancers in Las Vegas delivers all skin and no substance.
TIR mindless journeN ot the
film ()pens with Eli/abed’
Berkley’s charactet, omit,

hitching a ride to Las Vegas
with, of all people, an Elvis
impersonator. This scene is just
the first of many mindless
scenes that pop up throughout
the film.
Once Nomi is in Las Vegas,
the story revolves around her
and her rival topless dancer
Crystal, played by Gina
Gershova.
The story unfolds with
Nomi beginning as a stripper
in a low-class strip club. She
receives her first break when
she lands a role in an exotic
stage show at the Stardust
Hotel where Crystal has the
lead. Nomi then accomplishes
her dream of being the lead
exotic dancer in the show after
she injures Crystal by bumping
her down the stage’s stairs.
The story never gives us a
reason to remotely care about
Nomi’s struggle to achieve the
lead in the show. This causes
the film to intive at a dull and
sluggish pace.
Hie story is badly paced. It
jinnps all over the place with a
constant entourage of exotic
dancing and lovemaking
scenes, moronic dialogue and
other mindless scenes. One
scene includes the exotic
dancers in the dressing room
preparing for a show when a
group of escaped monkeys run
through the room raising
hart t ’Elie scene that folhms
has a stagehand instructing
the dan, ers, who are just
about titake the stage, h
watch tor the monkey ft.( es on
stage left.
The film also resorts to that
over-used stereotypical reason
Nomi became an exotic
dancer she had a trauma-

tized childhood. It’s revealed
in the movie’s end when Zack,
the entertainment director
played by Kyle MacLachlan,
pulls Nomi aside in a hospital
and reads a police report to
her about herself. The report
discloses her past that she wishes to keep secret.
Zack reveals that Nomi’s
dad killed her mom and then
committed suicide. He continues with Nomi’s list of drug
convictions and the number of.
times she’s been arrested for
prostitution.
"Showgirls" marks Berkley’s
film debut. Her previous claim
to fame was on the television
show "Saved by the Bell."
Berkley’s performance in the
film isn’t going to launch her
into stardom as "Basic Instinct"
did for Sharon Stone. Her
attempts to come across as a
tough-talking independent
lady, simply bombs. Instead,
she beclunes very annoying as
the tilm pi ogresses. When she
delis -t’ -d her lines. it %..ts like
watching her television character, Jessie Spann on a caffeine
high.
The supporting cast is
strong and they keep the film
from sinking entirely into a
deep abyss. Glenn
Plummer.
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Showgirls
Directed Bo Paul Verhoeven

Staffing Elizabeth Beilileg
ligle Ilaclachlan

may be best remembered lot
his role as the owner of the
Jaguar that ’Cram’ Reeves used
to board the bus in last summer’s blockbuster hit "Speed,"
turns in a solid performance as
a person who befriends
Berkley’s character in Las
Vegas. MacLachlan gives a
superb performance as a sleazy
coke-snorting hotel entertainment operator.
The movie only delivers two
things erotic dancing and

naked wimien. A subscription

to "Playboy" magazine or visit
to a local strip club would be
more entertaining than spendbig
I I flintily, watching this
firm
Etc.

BODY EXOTIC
TRAINED, KNOWLEDGEABLE, AND PROF ESSIONAI
BODY PIERCERS.
STERILE PROCEDURES IN A CLF.AN. NONTHREATI
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BRING IN THIS AD FOR 10% OFF ANY PIERCING OR
PURCHASE!
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NEW TUNG KFI
THAI SPECIAL:
Won Ton Rice Stick
Soup
Won Ton Noodle Soup

Downtown San Jose
262 E. Santa Clara St
Between 6th and 7th St

Next to Lucky’s
289-8688
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HOUSE
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Chow Fun
Coming Soon
NEW TUNG KEE #2 at
Milpitas Town Center
481 E. Calaveras Blvd
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Pres
Text by Tina Casalino
Photo by Jay L Clendenin
whether you’re a
Democrat or a
Republican, if good
music appeals to you, you’ll
like the self-titled debut album
from The Presidents of the
United States of America.
The punk/alternative band
from Seattle includes
singer/bassist Chris Ballew,
guitarist Dave Dederer and
drummer Jason Finn. Their
album, released on Columbia
Records, features 13 songs with
catchy lyrics, vibrant vocals and
an eclectic mix of guitar, bass
and drum rhythms - most of
which the band performed at
the Cactus Club in downtown
San Jose Saturday evening.
Judging from the amount
of people who showed up at
the Cactus Club, the band is
on its way tip to stardom. The
show was a sellout, attracting
mostly high school and college
students.
From the time The
Presidents hit the stage, the

.T a kp two

Germania 3acstntrant
at tiir orliburg
The

the United States of America played a
sold-out show at the Cacuts Club on Sunday.
effects for the band. Dui tug
fans couldn’t ctintrol themthe performance of "Back
selves. The audience sang the
Porch," three young fans
stings aim ist as loudly as
decided to choreograph a
Ballew. When The Pi esidents
performed "Lump," the el-4)1,yd dance to go along with the
song.
went wild.
"We Are Not Going To
"Love was limp and lonely
Make It" delivered great lyrics
and needed a shove/love
slipped on a kiss and stumbled and a great tune. ’There’s a
mull, in Iwtter bands/With a
during "Lump,"
into It
Ballew crooned. Hair .swinging, milli ii littler songs.../We
don’t have the talent/we don’t
fists punching the air, hands
have the time. We don’t have
clapping, voices shouting-you
name it-the crowd was doing it. the patience/And we don’t
Another song that was well- know how to rhyme." The song
ended with the band members
received that evening was
"Kitty," I Alen played on the air- singing in off-tune unison,
"We’re not going to make it."
waves. This time, fans turned
1 don’t think they have to
into hundreds of meowing
worry.
cats, providing the sound
Etc.
Presidents of

261 N. 2nd St., at Julian (free parking),
Downtown San Jose 408/295-4484

TRADITIONAL BAVARIAN
FOLK DANCE SHOWS &
DANCE BANDS
SAT., SEPT. 30
FRI. & SAT, OCT. 6, 7, 13, 14,
20,21 & 27, 28!
ADVANCE RESERVATIONS RECOMMEN1 )1 1 )’
ENTRANCE FEE FOR OKT’OBERFEST DANCI hi \\J /
)
PLUS BAVARIAN DANCE SHOWS -$7 PER 11
(WI ORE \UNDI R 11 IRE ERIE-
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Brewing up a barrel of laughs

Text by Ginger McDonald

,

a.m. on any given
weekday, Doug Hasker
cart be found in the cool
cellar of the Gordon Biersch
Brewery, preparing barrels of
beer that promise to quench
the thirst of the many patrons
that frequent the downtown
San Jose micro-brewery.
On the weekends, Kevin
Broomhead, an SJSU social
science major, uses his
kitchen, bathroom and garage
to develop his home-brew
with a kit his girlfriend gave
him for his birthday.
Whether students are
novice beer drinkers or aspire
to become home-brewers like
Broomhead, they can join the
20,000 locals who are expected to attend the third annual
San Pedro Square Brew Ha
Ha: a free outdoor beer-tasting
and comedy street festival,
which will be held on Saturday
and Sunday from noon to 7:30
p.m. in downtown San Jose.
The event has attracted
more than 30 micro-breweries
from Kalama, Wash. to Morgan
Hill and will offer "a full menu
of freshly brewed beers to satisfy the palate," said Nga Trinh,
promotions coordinator for the
San Jose Downtown
Association.
The Tied House Cafe &
Brewery, located on San Pedro
Street and in the center of
Brew Ha Ha festival, will offer a
selection of medal-winning
brews from its brewery, said
Gene Walsh, manager.
Those to be offered will
include Oktoberfest/Marzen, a
true Munich-style festival brew,
using exclusive German ingredients and a traditional hop
recipe; and Berliner Weisse, a
raspberry wheat, Northern
German beer specialty that is
served with a slice of lemon.
"The American micro-brewery. which began as recently

Photos by Carlos Gonzalez
as five years ago, is now growing at an annual rate of 40 percent," said Walsh. Today there
are more than 500 of them
across the nation.
Jeremy Hogan, an SJSU
photojournalism senior who
enjoys good beer, attributes
America’s interest in the product to the fact that "People
want alternatives ... the small
batches brewed by the microbreweries allow the hops to be
brewed in a variety of flavors,
vs. that of the boring off-theshelf brands brewed by large
corporations," he said.
Terry Christensen, an
SJSU political science professor, taught in Bath, England in
1992. Comparing the
American trend to that of the
English pubs, he said, "The
English pubs, are homogenized, in the sense that they
can only sell one brand of
beer. So there are few choices.
"Although there is a ’real ale
movement’ going on that is
directed toward moving away
from the bubbly, fizzy beer and
more toward real beer, such as
ales and those being brewed
by the American micro-breweries," he said.
To meet the needs of their
customers, Hasker said his
daily production is usually a
seven-barrel brew or 31 gallons, noting the daily brews
require around five weeks to
age before they are ready for
Biersch’s customers.
As a bartender for the
brewery for five years, he
acquired his knowledge of the
brewing process from Dan
Gordon, who has an engineering degree in beverage and
brew that he earned in
Germany.
"The degree is equivalent to
a Ph.D. in the U.S., and takes
about five years to earn, said
Hasker.

Dave Perez, a bartender at The Tied House Micro brewery in &min own San Jose.
pours some beer.
"In Germany one
has to have the degree
to become a brewmaster," said Jan Schneider,
a student at the
Technology University of
Munich who is currently
working as an intern for
the Gordon Biersch
brewery under Hasker’s
direction.
Broomhead admits
the brewing process is
not difficult but is very
time consuming. And he
must wait about four to
five weeks after all of his
efforts before he can
enjoy it.
"I enjoy making my
home-brew. Someday I’d
like to own my own
Anthony Rodgers, a junior at SJSU, takes a drink of the Tied
sports bar and serve
House Amber Ale. The Tied House Cafe and Brewery brews an
some of it to my cusassortment of beers.
tomers," he said.

Downtown San Jose restaurants Hicks from ABC’s -Hanging With
be purchased for $1 per taste (4 The
will offer a selection of gourmet
ounce glass). or $5 for six tastes.
Mr. Cooper." Brian Copeland. from
Brew Ha delights
Proceeds from the benefit will be
that promises to offer
KTVU’s "Mornings On 2" and
Ha ’s list something for everyone’s taste
America’s premier political wit. Will donated to the San Jose Historical
Museum Association and to the
Durst will be present. Daily perforbuds.
of
San
Jose Downtown Foundation for
In addition. a list of headliners
mances begin at 1 p.m. and end at
events
the Peralta Adobe. built in 1797.
such as comedians. ventriloquists
6:45 p.m.
and the Fallon House. built in 1855.
go far
and magicians will perform on two
For the children. there will be
Both are located in the historic San
beyond
stages.
games, face-painting and balloon
Pedro Square.
The stand-up routines are
sculptors, she said.
the
The Brew Ha Ha is sponsored by
to
bring
geared
entertainment
Admission is free. A beer-tasting the San Jose Downtown
to
pleasure
the entire family, Trinh said.
kit costs $10. which includes a
in cooperation with the
of beerAssociation
Talent names like comedian
commemorative glass and five List- San Pedro Square Association.
ing tokens. Additional tokens can
tasting.
Chicago Steve Barkley. Renee
I tk
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TWO FOR ONE!

Ugly Kid Joe will be in town for an appearance at the Cactus Club.
It’s sure to sell out so buy your tickets ... ((might:
Suck-a-p
it and Souls of Zero will open.
.
call 491-9300.
Thurs For more informa ’
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The -Vssociated Students Program Board presents the Halibuts in a free
sl
The hand will perform at noon on campus at thu Stitch lit U
Amphitheater.
Pi Harvey will be performing in San Francisco at the Warfield t ’ght and
Friday night. The d
for both shows open at 7 p.m. and the sl
s start
at 8 p.m. Ben Harper will be opening.
Tickets are S18.50 and $19.50.
For
informa
call (415) 775-7755.
It’s a reggae dance party with Dub Nation
(former members of lnka !aka) at The Catalyst in Santa Cruz.
Tickets are only one dollar at the door. The show begins at 9:30 p.m.
For more information, call 123-1336.
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CHICKEN
SPECIAL
Ti pieces of

chicken w/
Carribean
Buns
$4.50

ea41240.
ReAka.e.d

140 East San Carlos Between 3rd and 4th

Fri

Babes in Toyland will perform a free outdoor concert in San Francisco.
at First and Harrison streets. The show will begin at 8:30 p.m.
Dockers Authentics and SPIN -Magazine sponsor the show.

ORDER TODAY FOR HOMECOMING!
*Silkscreemng
*CustomT-Shirts,
Baseball Caps, Mugs

The San Jose Downtown Association presents the Brew Ha Ha Saturday
and Sunday. It will feature beer-tasting and stand-up comedy.
It will begin at noon and end at 7:30 p.m. both days. It will take place at
San Pedro Square at Santa Clara Street.
All the proceeds benefit the San Jose Historical Museum.
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10% OFF W/THIS AD!!
R & G Imprinting
330 E. Wiliam St.
Between 7th & 8th

Keith Terry and ercmspulse will appear at Villa Montalvo in Saratoga.
Expect to hear an innovative rhythm ensemble influenced by sounds
from Africa and Asia.

of Palo Alto u ill be
i"the Eli/abed] Norton Gallery at the Pacific Art Leauge
1 Recent Prints by Bay Area printmaker Sue Emsley.
showing an eshibi i ’
For more infoynation. call 321-3891.

20% Student Discount

Mon
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All You Can Eat
SU’S Mongolian B -B -Q
Lunch
5.25 perperson
Mon -Sat
llam-2pm

The Neville Brothers will perform their hits
at the Warfield ThcatetA4 San Francis
e doors open at 7 p.m. ,
$21.50.
Tickets are $22.
and t
show begins at 8 p.m.’
call (415) 775-7722. -ues
For directio

Ate

Mongolian B-B-0
Choose bowl of sliced meat
(buffet style)
Beef, Pork, Chicken
Vegetables & B-13-0
Sauce
Deep Fried Onion Fincters(dfnner only)

14,4

1

Listen to original compositions in the Asian fusion and world jazz
genres at the San Jose Musetnn of Art from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m..
It’s only five dollars for students with Ins.
While you’re there, tour the gallery and taste complimentary refreshments.
For more Information, call 271-6840.

Chinese Donut (dinner only)

Dinner
S6.99 per perso
Mon -Sun
5pm-9pm

Egg Rolls
Soy Chicken 8Potatoc:,
Fried Shrimp Rice
Fried Chicken Noodles
Mongolian Biscuits
Sweet Sour Chicken ierner oniy
Sour Hot Soup (dinner Only
Beef Bali (dinner only)
Fried Wontons ,d,^,e,

1111 11 Camino Kcal, Santa Clara

(408) 985-2958
September 28 - October 4 1995 Et(
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Trivial pursuits
thaI ri juIItIi

lnd

as told by Chris McCrellis-MItchell
AY In, do we neyer get an
sis (.1 when we’re km ickin’ on
the do(ir?" -M(xxly Mims
Many people are t, Hever
questioning themselyes and
questioning tile lite at mnd
them. I ant otu sit it such person. But I question the trivial
things. I want to kiniw the
unimportant stuff.
Forget about searching for
the meaning of life. I clini’t
want to know if there really is a
(altna there. I chin’t want to
worry ab(mt whethei I IF not
Dimaggio’s consectitne game
hitting streak will eyei be broken. I don’t care it they ever
prove there is lite 1111 Mars.
What I really want it know is ...
Why (1,, sliamp(x) companies
find it ne( essary to have
instructions on the bottles
telling us to wet hair, apply,
rinse, repeat if necessary, etc?
(Dub)
Who was the brainiac who
thought naming Candlestick
3Com Park was a step in the
right direction? Must be the
same person behind the
Oakland-to-Li is Angell..
Raiders deal.

Why do some pe(mle still
insist on haying unprotected
)((x-,. What is onit- life worth to
in ii stttt an’t stop to put on
a conch nn to protect you from
not having a life (double meaning there?).
Do you km wy the way to San
Jose? (Yes, that’s why I’m g( hug
the other way.).
Why the adult diapers are
called "Deimuls" and not lust
in Case?"
Why clo Republicans get all
the cool names? (Danforth
Quayle, Millhouse Nixon,
Newton Gingrich?)
Why is Oman O’Brien still
on tele s isi, in? What’s with his
bugle And what is the big hooha aimtot Seinfeld? Why do peapfr find hint .funn.1-r Done in
my best Seinfeld schtik)
Would someone please
explain to me how a guy like
Michael Bolton is stilt on the
radio when the majority of his
hits are covers, bad ones at
that? Give me the originals
over that Neanderthal any day.
He thinks he’s Otis Redding.
Opie Redneck, maybe.
Why do we care about the

epitome of a yo-yo diet
Elizabeth Taylor and her love
relationship problems? She
doesn’t need relationship
watchers, she needs Weight
Watchers.
When will people like John
F. Kennedy, Marilyn Monroe
and Elvis Presley rest in peace?
Trekkies? Deadheads?
Dittoheads? Isn’t there more to
life titan one thing?
Why do birds, suddenly
appear, every time you are
near?
Why do we park in a driveway and drive in a parkway?
Why is the media constantly
talking about Julia Roberts as if
she is a great actress? What has
she really done? "Pretty
Woman" was nice and cute,
"Sleeping With The Enemy"
was slightly tense, but every
other movie she has appeared
in hasn’t been an overwhelming success. Can we say
"Pelican Brief," "I Love
Trouble," "Dying Young," and
"Nothing to Write Home
About," tops! I mean
"Something to Talk About."
Why is it illegal to sell alco-

take one

Snoozing
by the lake
Text

Pleasant, funny, and at times
spontaneous, "A Month By
The Lake" is the kind of
movie that is good with a cup
of tea on a Sunday afteriux in.
Although it has a slower tempo
than romantic comedies like
"Nine Nionths" and "Four
Weddings and a Funeral." it is
delightful and entertaining.
The 1Vril al it /IIIC(13’In
English dile( iii 111111
I "Wiltit Peak." " Turtle
)ial’s
I/ASCII m the b(tok by
!I.E. Bates, is a must see for
die-hard romantics. The nunie.
alit tut a WI mtan trying to capture the attention (al
man
who is nAing
( apnire the
attention of allot het woman,
takes plat e on the magical
shores 1)1 Lake ( :onto, Italy in
the summer prior to World
War II.
An English woman. Miss
Bentley (Vanessa Redgraye)
anti an English major (Edward
Fox) meet at a hotel where
they are both staying. They
then form a friendship which
has its ups and chiwns.
Bentley, who is attracted to

the major, finds herself playing
tennis, rowing and swimming
to attract him, only to see the
major become infatuated with
Miss Beaumont ()lir
Thurman), a beautiful younger
woman.
Bentley’s good intentions
backfire when site beats the
maj(ir at a game of tennis and
embarrasses him in front of
onhkokets
She then
up with a
plan to mil., the inaj( it- jealous. Mtn a hands( itne Italian
boy (Alessandro (.assman)
offers her a ride on his MI )torcycle, she takes oft and leaves
the Mining major standing all
In the middle (il the movie,
the major chases after
Beaumont who tries to run
for her life at the iluiught of- an
old man trying to pick tip on
her. The major does not quite
understand that Beaumont is
not ink,’ (sled Hi him - even
after she calk Iitit a "candlestick."
"You are list s() 1)1 wing." she
says alter a ((>1 11111 of drinks.

hol or cigarettes to minors, but
they only get busted for consuming alcohol? Officer: "Hey
kid, you can’t buy those cancer
sticks, but if I catch you smoking tate I’ll ... do nothing,
absolutely nothing."
"Why do birds, why do they
sing, and why do they fall in
love? Tell me why ..."
Why do music stores sell
videos and video stores sell
music?
Why do environmentalists
drive cars?
Why professional wrestle’ S..
and in some CASCS boxers
(McNeely) are A) called professionals, and B) not forced to
sign up for the Screen Actor’s
Guild?
Why do people on titod
stamps seem to eat better tixxls
than I do?
Why does Pete Wilson think
he has the slightest fiance in
(China, Hell) of becoming our
next president?
Why do some people still say

ibt-1411:414
mmw
*
our of four
It"
Ar
Month ho the Ale
Directed Do John 11110
Starring UN Thurman Edward Fox
Vanessa ReOgrave

Rated P613

Etc.
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Cinema Hong Kong MonA Tues 10/2831
SURPRISE ACTION FEATURE -PLUS
AU REVOIR, MON AMOUR
LOS GATOS 41 N Santa Crui 395-0203
By PoptPAE Demand’

Los Gatos Lotus
The Brothers,

THE POSTMAN

BROIREIZ MCMULLEN

GRAND OPENING!

PACIFIC CAR WASH, INC.

NEW OwNERsflop _ NE \A, coA3pmEN1

FULL SERVICE CAR WASH
Full Wash, Wax, & Tire Dressing
Only $7.95
Open Mon. to Sat. 8:30 to 6:00
21 N. Fifth St. San Jose. CA 95112 (40I 293-3I 2S

NWSit: FOR THE fUlASSES
EVERYTHING FROM RAP TO REGGAE
Great Selection
of
New & Used
CD’s!

by Eddie Zarapa

"And so predictable. I feel like
I can just blow you away like a
candlestick."
Thurman ("Pulp Fiction")
plays Beaumont well. She doesn’t let herself disappear inside
a quiet, underwritten role. HCI
canny lines liven up the film,
even during the parts when
some viewers may start to dose.
"A Month By The Lake" is a
heartfelt romantic comedy
atx tut two people who are
bound to get together and just
don’t know it. It works well
once it gets going. but if you’re
not a hopeless 11 /Mantic who
likes teary come( lies. it may be
a sleeper.
Etc.

four-year college when iti all
reality they silt mkt be calling it
continuation schools? lint will
continue to go here until your
kids graduate front high
school, I guarantee it.
What I really want to know
is: Are you gonna go my way?

Fan

_Ir e

109 E. Santa Clara
Between 3rd & 4th
294-0345

EXCHANGE

It’s pC16611’S

in Downtown San Jose

San Jose’s Friendliest Pub
Beer Drinkers’
Paradise!

Premium
Beers
OritillTBc9p ,

Irleh Whiskey
/ irleh Colt..Pool

How_ Imo hut,
Friday
Saturclo :

31 E

Darts

4PM 2AM
11 30AM-2AM
6PM-2AM

Santa Clara St Between

risk Put; & gestaurant
tom Smoke Free
Proprietor
Patrick R. Mc Mahon Esq.

1st & 2nd

(408) 293-1118

7 Blocks from Arena Close to light PollConvement Parking. Parties Welcome

September 28 - October 4 1995

Etc
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